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PREAMBLE 
2 THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into by and between 
i AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES SYSTEMS - St. Louis, a component of 
* the McDonnell Douglas Corporation (MOC), a wholly owned 
5 subsidiary of THE BOEING COMPANY, hereinafter referred to as the 
6 Company, and DISTRICT LODGE NUMBER 837, INTERNATIONAL 
7 ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS AND AEROSPACE WORKERS, 
s AFL-CIO, and the INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION O F 
s> MACHINISTS AND AEROSPACE WORKERS, AR.-CIO, hereinafter 
:» re lwrad to jointly as the Union, abrogates, rescinds, and supersedes 
11 all previous Agreements between the parties hereto. This Agreement 
is shal l be binding upon the parties hereto and their successors in 
13 office. 
ARTICLE 1 - BARGAINING UNIT 
u District Lodge Number 837, International Associat ion of Machinists 
i6 and Aerospace Workers, AFL-CIO, is recognized as the sole and 
n exclusive bargaining agent for all employees of AIRCRAFT AND 
is MISSILES SYSTEMS - St. Louis, as certified by the National Labor 
i9 Relations Board, Case N D . 14-RC-6967, on 10 April 1972, or agreed 
JO upon between the Company and the Union to be represented by the 
2i Union. 
ARTICLE II - PERIOD OF AGREEMENT 
B Section 1 
M This Agreement shall become effective on £1 May 2001 and shall 
is remain in force through 23 May 2004. This Agreement shad remain 
16 in force from year to year thereafter, unless either party shall notify 
IT the other, in writing by registered mail, not more than seventy (70) 
is calendar days nor less than sixty (60) days prior to 23 May of the 
it year in which contract termination is desired. Unless terminated, this 
JO Agreement shalt remain in full force and effect from year to year 
3i thereafter. 
1 
• Section 2 
2 Notice shall be served on the Director-Labor Relations for the 
j Company and the Directing Business Representative for the Union. 
4 Notification of opening of tha Contract must ha accompanied by a 
5 written proposal. The party receiving such proposal must submit his 
6 written counter-proposal within one (1) week, The first negotiation 
7 meeting shall take place within two (2) weeks of the receipt of notice 
8 of contract termination. 
t Section 3 
w If proper notice is made of the desire to change this Agreement 
u and agreement on sued requested change is not reached by the 
ii expiration date (Midnight, 23 May 2004), then either party at any time 
i3 thereafter may terminate this Agreement by giving seven (7) days 
ti advance notice to the other no earlier than 24 May 2004. 
ARTICLE III - RIGHT TO MANAGE PLANT 
\t, Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, the Company has and 
n will retain the unquestionable and exclusive right and power to 
is manage the plant and direct the working forces, including tha right to 
is hire, suspend, discharge, promote, demote, or transfer its employees 
20 for just cause. 
ARTICLE IV - WAGES 
12 Section 1 
a It is agreed that it is the responsibility of Management to determine 
w the basts of classification and to grade employees ir\ accordance 
35 therewith. Should a dispute arise, concerning the exercise oi the 
3t above responsibility o1 Management, it shall be treated as a 
n grievance and handled in accordance with Article IX cl this 
2» Agreement. 
29 Section 2 
3d Leamer-Heipers in any job classification shall receive not less than 
3i the minimum wage per hour required by federal law. This rate shall 
a remain the same tor the duration of this Agreement except for those 
33 changes required by federal law. 
2 
: Section 3 
2 An employee will advance from the minimum rate applicable to his 
3 Labor Grade to the maximum rate in the same Labor Grade 
4 automatically at the rate of eighteen cents (13C) per hour each ten 
s (10) weeks actually spent working in the same Labor Grade until they 
« reach the top rate of their appropriate Labor Grade. II the last 
i increment to reach the maximum rate is less than the eighteen cents 
t (IBs) it shall be added to the last increment. 
s Section 4 
io A. Changes in pay in accordance with the above shall be effective on 
ii the Monday following the completion of the ten-week period. 
i i However, upon implementation of BPS Payroll, changes in pay will 
13 be effective on the Friday following the completion of the ten-week 
14 period. 
i j B, Changes in rale of pay for probationary employees (Learner-
is Helper) will be effective on the day following the completion of their 
n probationary period, However, upon implementation of BPS 
is Payroll, changes in pay will be effective on the Friday following the 
i9 completion o! their probationary period. 
•m Section 5 
i i Absence of Dne or more full workweeks shall not be counted 
22 toward the accumulated time necessary for automatic increases, 
23 Upon implementation of BPS payroll, any full pay week absence (i.e., 
w Friday through Thursday) excluding full pay week absences due to 
a jury service or military service duty, shall not be counted toward the 
26 accumulated time necessary for automatic wage progressions. 
27 Section 6 
2s If an employee is assigned work in a labor grade rated lower than 
29 his labor grade rate, he shall retain the higher rate. 
10 Section 7 
3i A. If an employee for any reason is placed, promoted, changed or 
32 assigned to another classification in a higher rated labor grade for 
33 a period of twenty (20) working days, he shall be paid Ihe higher 
i4 labor grade rate and classification at the end ol twenty (20) 
35 work ing days, Any port ion of a day wo rked shal l be counted as a 
K full day. In case of infrequent assignments the days worked will 
3 
i accumulate. Should an employee not merit the higher new 
j classification, he will be returned to his previous work. 
3 B. II an employee accepts a transfer to another classification within 
4 his labor grade, he may decide at any time before tie has worked 
5 twenty (20) days in the new classification to return to his former 
6 classification. In case of unsatisfactory performance by the 
7 employee, the Company reserves the right to return the employee 
* to his farmer classification at any time before he has worked 
s twenty (20) days in his new classification. 
HI Section 8 
ii Anyone required to act as a (eadman shad be notified in writing by 
12 his Foreman after one week's trial as such and will receive tfiereafter 
13 one dollar ($1.00) per hour above the highest paid man assigned to 
« him or one dollar ($1.00) per hour above his labor grade rate, 
is whichever is higher, and will be subject to automatic increases 
16 otherwise provided herein, and will continue as leadman until notified 
17 in writing thai he is no longer lo acl as such. 
is Section 9 
is A. Anyone appointed leadman shall be given a list by his Foreman of 
ia those men assigned to him and such list shall be kept up to date 
JI when employees are added to or taken away from such leadman. 
22 A copy of this list shal l be g iven to the Shop Steward. Not more 
23 fhan twelve (12) persons shall be ass igned to any one leadman. It 
2* is further mutually understood and agreed that it is the prerogative 
2j of Management to select one (1) of the twelve (12) most senior 
2e employees as leadman within the labor grade, shift, and 
27 departmenl involved. Senior Employee shall mean the employee 
is with the most seniority. 
» 8. Leadman shall not be transferred as leadman from the shift on 
3o which they were appointed. 
M C. When a leadman is appointed over several different labor grades, 
i2 he shall be appointed from the highest labor grade, except that on 
33 short-term road trips, the most senior employee in the predominant 
S4 labor grade will be appointed leadman. 
35 Section 10 
36 Rates of pay are set out irs Schedule "A" wh ich is made a part of 
37 this Contract. Job Specifications have been agreed to by the 
3» Parties and are made a part of this Contract. 
4 
i Section 11 
2 A. Affected Employee: 
j Affected Employee, as used in this wage section, during me initial 
i year of the contract means an employee in the Bargaining Unit 
5 and in Active Service (i.e., not on layoff or on leave of absence) on 
t, 21 May 2001 and has not terminated employment nor retired prior 
? to the date agreement is reached. In all subsequent years of the 
s contract Affected Employee, as used in this wage section, means 
» an employee in the eafgaining Uni! and in Active Service on the 
io effective date and the day prior to an effective date af a change. 
I I Employees who are on leave of absence on an effective date will 
12 have wage changes and appropriate reclassifications applied if 
13 and wheh they return to work. 
14 B. First Year General Wage Increase (GWI): 
15 Effective the second Monday following the date agreement is 
is reached, retroactive to 21 May 2001, the Pure Base Rate in 
I? effect on 21 May 2001 of each Affected Employee will be 
is increased by three percent (3.0%J, rounded to the nearest whole 
n cent. Retroactive paymenls will he made as soon as practicable 
20 after agreement Is reached. 
2i C. Cost of Living Fold-In: 
a Effective the second Monday following Ihe date agreement is 
23 reached and retroactive to 21 May 2001, each Affected 
2* Employee's COLA in Bffect on 20 May 2001, will be folded into 
2j (made a part of) each Affected Employee's Pure Base Rate. 
a D. First Year Wage Structure Adjustments: 
n With the eiceeption of the classification of Housekeeper, 
2a classification rate range maximums will be increased by the $1.61 
» COLA plus the $0.13 COLA traveler amount in effect on 
jo 20 May 2001, as set forth in Schedule "A." 
si E. Combined, Revised, and Deleted Job Classifications; 
j2 Effective the firsl Monday following the date agreement is reached, 
JJ certain job classifications will be combined, revised, or deleted. 
« Rates of pay for the new Labor Grade Model will be as set forth in 
35 Schedule "A." Employees will attain their new maximum rates for 
it their Labor Grade through Automatic Wage Progression. Any 
5 
i manpower adjustments as a result of combinations will be made 
3 within ninety (90) days after the date of contract ratification. 
i F. Second Year General Wage Increase (GWI): 
< Effective 17 May 2002, the Pure Base Rate in effect on 
s 17 May 2002 of each Affected Employee will be increased by four 
b percent (4.0%), rounded to the nearest whole cent." 
7 G. Second Year Wage Structure Adjustments: 
i The maximum Pure Base Hate of each Labor Grade rate range 
i will be increased in accordance with GWI Section F. above. 
m H. Third Year General Wage Increase (GWI): 
n Effective 16 May 2003, the Pure Base Rate in effect on 
12 16 May 2003 of each Affected Employee will be increased by four 
n percent (4.0%|, rounded to the nearest whole cent. 
i4 I. Third Year Wage Structure Adjustments: 
is The maximum Pure Base Rate of each Labor Grade rate range 
is will he increased in accordance with GWI Section H. above. 
IT J, Plant Chairman Pay; 
is Effective 20 May 1996 the Plant Chairmen will be paid at the 
ID maximum of the Too) and Die Maker Classification. 
20 Section 12 - Lump Sum Wage Payments 
2i A. Top Grade Lump Sum Wage Payment: 
22 All active employees in the following classifications as of 21 May 
23 2001 wil l receive a one- t ime lump sum payment of f ive hund red 
-!A dol lars ($500.00) payable no later than thirty {30} days f rom the 
is date of ratification of the contract: 
if, » Inspector - Metrology 
27 • Inspector - Tool & DiQ 
:s • Tool & Die Maker 
i9 • Inspector - Aircraft 
» • Mechanic-Electrical & Electronics 
3i • Mechanic - Machine Repair 
32 • Inspector - Assembly 
33 • Welder - Production 
M • Production Material Coordinator 
35 • Utility Worker 
6 
i » Mechanic - Munitions 
i • Garage Attendant 
s • Maintenance Worker 
A » Employees m ths Housekeeper classification whose Pure 
s Base Rate equals or exceeds the Maintenance B Labor 
t Grade Model maximum. 
7 B, Advanced Accelerated Wage Payment: 
s AH AffectBd Active Employees as of 21 May 2001 will receive a 
9 one-tirne advanced lump sum payment of one thousand two 
io hundred dollars {$1,200) payable no later than thirty (30) days 
11 from the date ot ratification of the contract. 
a Section 13 - Cost-Of-Llving Allowance 
u A. In order to protect the buying power of an hour's work or its 
I* employees against changes in consumers' prices, the Company 
i5 agrees lo a Cost-of-Living Allowance, which shall be adjusted, as 
is set forth in Subsection 8. of this Section, for changes in (he cost of 
i7 living during (he life of this Agreement. 
IB B. The basis for determining Cost-of-Living Allowance adjuslments 
I? will be as follows: 
•m The Cost-of-Living Allowance (COLA) will be determined in 
ii accordance with changes in the Consumer Price Index for Urban 
2i Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W) (United States City 
3j Average, All Items, 1982-84 = 100), published monthly by the 
u Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), United States Department of 
is Labor, and hereinafter referred (o as the "8LS Consumer Price 
is Index." 
» C. The amount of the Cost-of-Living Allowance shall be as se! torth in 
28 (his Subsection. The Cosf-of-Living Allowance for the period 21 
M May 2001 to 06 August 2001 ahalt be zero cents ($.00) per hour. 
io Thereafter, adjustments will be made up or down quarterly at the 
31 following times: 
Price Effective Date Based on full .075% Change in 
Adjustment
 p t Adjustment JMsJSl 
Month Average CPI-W Index for: 
First 06Augus( 2001 April, May, and June 2001 
Second 05 November July, August, and September 
Third 
Fourth 
Fifth 
Sixth 
Seventh 
Eighth 
Ninth 
Tenth 
Eleventh 
land last) 
2001 
03 February 
200.2 
03 May 2002 
09 August 2002 
01 November 
2002 
07 February 
2003 
02 May 2003 
06 August 2003 
14 November 
2003 
06 February 
2004 
2001 
October, November, and 
December 2001 
January, February, and March 
2002 
April, May, and June 2002 
July, August, and September 
2002 
October, November, and 
December 2002 
January, February, and March 
2003 
April, May, and June 2003 
July, August, and September 
2003 
October, November, and 
December 2003 
i D, The amount of Cost-of-Living Allowance which shall be effective 
2 for any three-month period as provided above shall be based on 
j the percent of increase between tb.e three-month average and the 
a Peg Point (172.2 or (ess = $.00) with one-cent ($.01) adjustment 
s for each full 0.075% change in the average BLS Consumer Price 
t. Index for the appropriate Ihree (3) month period indicated, In no 
7 event will a decline in the average of a quarterly period of the BLS 
a Consumer Price Index cause a reduction in the Pure Base Rate. 
9 E. Employees hired or rehired without seniority subsequent to a Cost-
IO of-Living Adjustment date will be entitled to only those additional 
n Cost-of-Living amounts, which become effective subsequent to 
i2 their date of hire. 
is F. Employees recalled from layoff status will return at their last Pure 
14 Base Hate in the classification plus the same COLA additive they 
is had at the time of layoff; it COLA has been folded in during their 
it, layoff status, their last held COLA additive will be folded into their 
IT Pure Base Rate upon their return to active status. 
8 
i G. The amount of any Cost-of-Living Al lowance shall be inciuded in 
2 computing overtime pay, vacation pay, holiday pay, call-in pay, 
3 jury duty/witness duty pay, funeral pay, sick pay, military leave pay 
4 and shift premium, 
5 H, No adjustments, retroactive or otherwise, shall be made due to 
t any revision, which may later be made in the published f igures of 
7 the BLS Consumer Price Index for any base month. 
a I. The parties to this Agreement agree that the continuance of the 
« Cost-of-Living Allowance is dependent upon the availability of the 
io official monthly BLS Consumer Price Index in its present form and 
n calculated on the same basis as the BLS Consumer Price Index 
i2 for March 2001 . 
} ARTICLE V - REGULAR HOURS OF LABOR 
H Section 1 
is The regular schedule of hours shall be as follows: First (daylight) 
is Shift: Starting t ime will be from 6:30 A .M. to 8:30 A.M.; Second Shift: 
17 Starting t ime will be from 3:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.; and Third Shift: 
is Starting t ime will be from 11:30 P.M. to 1:30 A.M. , (thirty minutes for 
ID lunch) on Friday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, The 
jo lunch per iod may be staggered due to limited facilities, but shall be 
2) within a two (2) hour period. 
22 Beginning the Friday prior to the week of the Memorial Day 
•a Holiday through the Thursday before the Labor Day Holiday the 
24 regular schedule of hours may be changed as follows: First (daylight) 
25 Shift: Starting time will be from 5:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M.; Second Shift: 
26 Starting t ime will be from 1:00 P.M. to 5:30 P.M.; and Third Shift: 
27 Starting t ime will be from 10:00 P.M. to 2:00 A.M.; (thirty minutes for 
28 lunch) on Friday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 
29 provided thai the majority of the affected employees agree to do so. 
30 Section 2 
j i Ths Company shall assign the initial starting t imes as stated 
32 above, but any subsequent change of starting t imes shall be in 
33 accordance with Section 3 of this Article. 
9 
r 
i Section 3 
2 If it becomes necessary to change the schedule of hours, except 
3 as set forth in Section 1 above, it shall be mutually agreed to between 
4 the Company and !he Union, 
s Section 4 
6 A lunch period of thirty (30) minutes will be granted to employees 
7 working four (4) hours or more overtime during any one shift. 
s Section 5 
9 The second shift shall be paid at the rate of sixty cents (60s) per 
10 hour above the employee's base rate. 
ii Section 6 
i2 The third shift shall receive sixty cents (60s) per hour above the 
n employee's homly base rate of pay for eight (8) hours but shall work 
w hut six (6} hours and thirty (30) minutes for the eight (8) hour's pay. 
is Section 7 
is A. Time worked in excess o( eight (8) hours on the first or second 
17 shift or six (6) hours and thirty (30) minutes on the third shift in any 
is one day during the regular workweek shall be paid for at one and 
n one-half (t-f/2) times the regular rate for a standard shift. Time 
20 worked in excess of the regularty scheduled hours in the 
i i workweek shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half. Work 
22 performed on Saturdays shall be paid for at the rate of time and 
u one-half. Work performed on Sunday shall be paid for at double 
2' the regular rate. 
25 B. Any exlra pay required under this Contract for Saturdays. 
26 Sundays, Holidays, or work before or after a regular shift, if 
27 occurring lr\ a workday of more than eight (&) hours or in a 
is workweek in excess of forty (40) hours, is agreed to be not a 
29 different rate of pay based on particular hours but instead a 
30 payment in satisfaction of the daily and weekly overtime required 
j i by federal laws, rules and regulations. 
32 Section a 
33 A. The regular workweek of a Maintenance employee only may be 
>4 established to consist of any consecutive five (5) days, Including if 
35 necessary, Saturday or Sunday, and such an employee shall not 
x be paid overtime for work performed in the first five (5) eight (8) 
n hour working days in any workweek so established for him. The 
10 
i workday may be divided into three (3) eight (8) Hour shifts with a 
i bonus ot sixty cents (60e) per hour above the employee's base 
] rate for the second shift and the third shift (applies only to 
4 Maintenance employees). 
3 The regular workweek ota non-Maintenance employee may a/so 
a be established to consist of any five (5) consecutive days as 
r stated above in accordance with Hie following procedure: 
s t) Management will select the employees to be reassigned to a 
» non-standard workweek and those affected employees will be 
ID given the opportunity to vote on accepting such assignment. 
ti 2) If the majority of the affected employees voting agree to a non-
12 standard workweek then such non-standard workweek, may be 
is implemented for ail the affected employees, Management will 
14 provide the affected employees with the planned duration of 
15 such assignment prior to the vote taking place. 
16 3) If the majority of the affected employees vote not ID accept 
17 such assignment then management may staff the non-standard 
is workwBek with volunteers. 
19 4) Non-Maintenance employees on a non-standard workweek will 
» be paid in accordance with paragraphs C. and D. below. 
21 B. The Company will not work more than a minimum number of 
11 Maintenance employees on odd work schedules as it has in the 
23 past, but the Company must have adequate maintenance to 
JJ operate, maintain and protect the plant and equipment seven (7) 
a days per week, twenty-four (24) hours per day. 
26 C. Maintenance employees will be paid a bonus of fifty cents (50e) 
27 per hour for all compensated hours when Saturday and Sunday 
in are part of their regularly scheduled forty (40) hour workweek. 
» D. Overtime will be paid only on the sixth or seventh day worked in 
M their regularly scheduled workweek. When overtime is paid, the 
11 fifty cents (504) bonus wilt be paid, (This section applies to 
32 Main tenance employees only.) 
33 Section 9 
j4 Any person who is required to report for work earlier than his 
35 regular scheduled starting time shall be permitted to work his regular 
36 schedule of hours. Any person reporting for work at his scheduled 
37 starting time shall work eight (S) hours except: 
t 
11 
i 1) In case of physical incapacity or shutdown for conditions beyond 
2 the control of the Company, he will be paid for ihe hours actually 
i worked. 
4 2) If work is not available and a reasonable effort is not made by the 
j Company to notify him previously, making his reporting 
s unnecessary, he will be allowed four (4) hours' pay. Radio 
7 announcements on Station KMOX at least an hour before the start 
s of the shift in question, shall be sufficient previous notice. 
9 Section 10 
,o A minimum of four (4) hours' pay at ihe prevailing overtime rate 
ii will be paid for any emergency work performed outside of bis regular 
12 scheduled shop hours except in case of a continuation without 
p interruption of work on the employee's regular shift. 
14 Section 11 
u An employee called in to work on an overtime basis will be paid 
is overtime based on his regular shift rate and will be paid at the rate of 
IT time and one-half that regular rate except for call-in work starting on 
is Sundays, when the rate will be double time, or holidays, when the 
is rate will be three (3) times. The overtime rate will be paid for all 
2o hours worked up to the start of his regular shift when his rate will 
i i revert to his regular rate for that day. In case of a continuation 
22 without interruption of work beyond the employee's regular shift, his 
zj shift and/or overtime rate shad be determined by the Contract 
2* requirements setting the rate at the time he begins work until the start 
25 of his next regular scheduled shift. 
26 Sect ion 12 
27 First and third shift employees shall be paid on Friday. Second 
a shift employees shall be paid on Thursday. If Thursday and Friday 
w are recognized holidays in a workweek, all employees shall be paid 
» an Wednesday. If Thursday is a recognized holiday in a workweek, 
ji second shift employees shall be paid on Friday. Paydays and pay 
32 times shall remain in effect, until the implementation o( bi-weekly 
33 payroll. Paychecks may be issued at any time after the start of the 
ja employee's shift but will be issued by the end of the second break on 
35 the days mentioned unless unforeseen conditions make a change 
3e necessary. 
37 Upon the implementation of Bi-Weekly Payroll paydays for 
38 employees under this Agreement on all shifts shall be on Thursday 
12 
i according to the designated Bi-weekly Payroll calendar a1 which time 
i they will be paid through Thursday cf the preceding weak, except 
3 when circumstances beyond the Company's control makes such 
J practice impossible. 
5 Section 13 
6 An employee absent three (3) days without notifying the 
7 Employee Records section of the Company will be considered to 
s have resigned and automatically will be terminated. Said three 
« (3) day notification period will end at the starting time of the 
io fourth (>tth) workday the absent employee would have worked ff 
I I he had not been absent. Extenuating circumstances wlil be 
12 considered by the Company. 
ARTICLE VI - HOLIDAYS 
14 Section 1 
if The holiday schedule during the ierm o! this Agreement will be as 
16 follows: 
17 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Friday following Thanksgiving 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
New Year's Day 
Martin Luther King Jr. Day 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
2001 
Monday 
Wednesday 
Monday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Monday 
2002 
Tuesday 
Monday 
Monday 
Thursday 
28 May 2001 
04 July 2001 
03 September 2001 
22 November 2001 
23 November 2001 
24 December 2001 
25 December 2001 
26 December 2001 
27 December 2001 
28 December 2001 
31 December 2001 
Of January £002 
2t January 2002 
27 May £00? 
04 July 2002 
13 
LabOT Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Friday following Thanksgiving 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
New Year's Day 
Martin Luther King Jr. 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Day 
Friday following Thanksgiving 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
Christmas Shutdown 
New Year's Day 
Martin Luther King, Jr, Day 
Monday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
2003 
Wednesday 
Monday 
Monday 
Friday 
Monday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
2004 
Thursday 
Monday 
02 September 2002 
2B November 2002 
29 November 2002 
24 December 2002 
25 December 2002 
26 December 2002 
27 December 2002 
30 December 2002 
3f December 2002 
01 January 2003 
20 January 2003 
26 May 2003 
04 July 2003 
01 September 2003 
27 November 2003 
28 November 2003 
24 December 2003 
25 December 2003 
26 December 2003 
29 December 2003 
30 December 2003 
31 December 2003 
01 January 2004 
19 January 2004 
* The floating holidays are designated by the Company and have 
5 been determined to be as set forth above. When any of these 
(• holidays iall on Sunday, the following Monday will be recognized as 
i Ihe holiday. When any ot these holidays tali on Saturday, the 
s preceding Friday will be recognized as the holiday. 
i Section 2 
io Air employees not working on the above-named recognized 
11 holidays wiJI be paid straight time therefore; all employees working on 
14 
i the above-named recognized holidays shall be paid double time in 
2 addition to the above. 
3 Section 3 
4 To be eligible for holiday pay an employee must work his last 
; regular shift preceding the holiday and his first regular shift 
6 subsequent to the holiday. If he works on one of these two shifts, but 
i is absent the other, he will be eligible for holiday pay if his absence is 
a unavoidable and for a reason acceptable to the Company. However, 
s an employee absent because of illness or physical disability wffl be 
io eligible for holiday pay if he works one shift during the week in which 
ii the holiday falls. If he receives holiday pay he shall not receive sick 
i2 pay or disability pay for that day. 
13 Section 4 
it Any employee instructed to work on a recognized hol iday shall not 
is be paid if he does not work unless he has a reasonable excuse, 
is which is acceptable to the Company. 
17 Section 5 
is It is understood and agreed that where more than one premium 
\9 over the normal rate is payable under this Contract, only the highest 
20 single premium rate shalt apply, for example: Overt ime work done on 
!i a specified holiday is paid for at three (3) times the regular schedule 
22 rate of pay and not at four and one-half (4-1/2) t imes the regular 
a scheduled rate. 
24 Section 6 
is The Company wi l l give employees on a non-standard workweek 
j * holidays or hol iday pay equivalent to that of other employees. 
ARTICLE VII - LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
is Section 1 
29 Leave of absence may be granted to any employee for any reason 
30 deemed satisfactory to the Company. Requests for leaves of 
3i absence must be made irt writing to the Supervisor o r Foreman three 
3: (3) days prior to the beginning ot the leave. 
15 
i Section 2 
2 A leave for personal reasons may be granted only for a specific 
.i reason and for a specific time not exceeding tour (4) weeks except in 
a extreme emergencies with the approval of the Vice President/General 
s Manager - Human Resources or his designee. 
6 Section 3 
7 Leave of absence because of proven physical and/or mental 
s disability will be granted for a period up to twenty-one {21} weeks if 
s requested in writing and approved by the Vice President/General 
io Manager - Human Resources or his designee, This reave will be 
n extended upon the approval of the Vice President/General Manager -
12 Human Resources or his designee up to an additional eighty-three 
ii (83) weeks but not beyond. 
i4 Section 4 
is Leave of absence because of proven physical disability due to 
i6 occupational injuries will be granted upon a request in writing to the 
17 Vice President/General Manager - Human Resources or his designee 
is far a period not to exceed twenty-four (24| months. Such leave may 
v> be extended up to a maximum of twelve (12) additional months with 
20 the approva l of the Vice Pres ident /General Manager - H u m a n 
21 Resources or his designee. 
22 Section 5 
23 An employee given a leave ot absence as stated above will not 
» lose seniority accrued at the time of taking such leave, and seniority 
2s shall cont inue to accumulate during said leave. 
2d Section 6 
27 An employee accept ing other employment or engaged in business 
2g for himself while on leave of absence shall be discharged by the 
» Company unless the Union and the Company have jointly, prior to the 
JO commencement of such leave of absence, agreed in writing that it 
3i could be done. In the case of leaves for physical disability, an 
32 exception can be made by joint agreement between the Company 
M and the Union before the commencement of such work. 
i i Section 7 
35 Employees not returning at the beginning of their regular shifts on 
3G the work d a y following thB expiration of their leaves of absence shall 
16 
i be cons idered to have quit voluntari ly. Extenuat ing c i rcumstances 
2 will be considered by the Company . 
3 Sect ion 8 
4 If during the term of this Agreement any employee is called into 
J active military service or in time of emergency volunteers in the 
6 armed forces of the United Slates, he will be given leave of absence 
i without pay, 
a Section 9 
t The Selective Training and Sen/ice Act of 1940, as amended, and 
to subsequent amendments and regulations of the Selective Service 
ii System will govern reinstatement of former employees who have 
n been on military leaves of absence-
K Section 10 
14 Seniority shall accumulate while on military leave of absence. 
is Sect ion 11 
\6 A n employee who becomes pregnant shal l be ent i t led to a 
n Pregnancy Disabil i ty Leave. Leave will commence when employee's 
is physician prov ides information deeming it advisable for her to 
n discont inue work or the Company ' s physic ian deems it medical ly 
20 advisable based on medical informat ion a n d consul tat ion wi th her 
2i physic ian. Wi th in six weeks after terminat ion of pregnancy, she will 
32 be required to furnish a letter t rom her at tending physician attest ing to 
23 her physical condition and stating the date she will be able to return 
I* to work. H she is physically unable to return to work as a result of 
& compl icat ions of delivery, s i te may request an extension of the leave 
at suppor t ing such a request with a statement f rom her personal 
27 physician. Extension will be granted only upon approval of Medical 
28 Services. 
» ARTICLE VIII - BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE 
3s Sect ion 1 
3i T h e C o m p a n y shall provide identi f icat ion badges so that each 
32 business representat ive can have access dur ing work ing hours for 
3i the purpose of invest igat ing compla in ts or c la ims of gr ievances to the 
34 area in which employees are ass igned who are within a barga in ing 
35 unit defined in Article 1 and for which area he is an accredited 
36 business representat ive, to the extent government or cus tomer 
17 
i regulations will permit. The business representative may retain the 
2 badge affording such access during the period he is so assigned as a 
3 business representative. 
4 Grand Lodge representatives will be permitted access during 
5 working hours to areas in the Company's facilities where employees 
6 in the bargaining units defined in Article 1 hereof are assigned, for the 
i purpose of conducting Union business to the extent government or 
« customer regulations permit. 
a Access of Union representatives to Company facilities for the 
io purpose of investigating complaints or claims of grievance on the part 
11 of employees or the Union shall be subject to the following: 
12 A. Upon entering the Plant they shall proceed to the shop or 
u organization they wish to visit, contact the supervisor then 
N present, inform him of the purpose of their visit and obtain his 
is permission prior to contacting any employee in such shop or 
is organization, Such permission will be granted except where there 
n is a substantia! reason for delaying the contact due to safety 
is conditions or the fact that a critical operation is in process. 
w 8. Business representatives and Grand Lodge representatives 
io granted admittance to the Company's facilities under this Article 
2i shall not engage in organizing or campaigning lor Union or 
22 political office on Company premises. This Section will not be 
is interpreted as preventing business representatives or Grand 
u Lodge representatives from discussing, in non-work areas during 
2s non-wark periods, matters of Union membership, fees or dues, 
26 wi th emp loyees who are wi th in one of the col lect ive bargain ing 
27 uni ts descr ibed in Art icle 1 of this Agreement . 
2s C. Union representat ives who fail to comply wi th the prov is ions of 
29 this Art ic le shall forfeit their admi t tance r ights. 
.w Section 2 
3i Upon request, the Director-Labor Relations will apply promptly for 
32 temporary clearance and appropriate escort so that the President-
33 Directing Business Representative, or a Designated Business 
34 Representative, may have access to a "closed" area provided 
is clearance can be obtained and access is necessary to investigate an 
36 alleged grievance. 
18 
ARTICLE IX - DETERMINATION OF 
DISPUTES 
3 Section 1 
4 EMPLOYEE GRIEVANCE - The term Employee Grievance shall 
<• s mean any grievance of an employee" arising out of the interpretation 
6 or application of any of the terms o( this Agreement or any alleged 
7 breach or violation of the terms of this Agreement. Such an 
s Employee Grievance shall be filed within five (5) working days from 
•J the date it was tounrj to exist by an employee or be considered not to 
m exist. The word "filed" shall mean the employee's first discussion with 
11 the supervisor and the Shop Steward. 
a Section 2 
u It is the sincere desire of the Company and the Union to settle 
u grievances as quickly as possible. When an employee has an 
is alleged grievance, he will talk to his Shop Steward or the Foreman 
it end discuss his alleged grievance. In all cases, the Shop Steward 
i n and Ihe Foreman involved shall make every effort to resolve the 
i is matter on a non-precedent basis. The Foreman shall give his answer 
19 within three (3) working days following the grievance discussion. In 
» the following five (5) working days, the Plan! Chairman may meet with 
21 the Shop Steward or Foreman in an effort to resolve the matter on a 
22 non-precedent basis. If the Ptant Chairman feels Ihe complaint is not 
a a valid grievance, he wiJI direct the Shop Steward !o so inform the 
n employee and the matter will be considered closed. 
•! Section 3 
26 If the matter cannot be resolved, the Shop Steward and/or Plant 
27 Chairman within the above eight (8} working days will telephone the 
is appropriate Business Representative to pursue the matter further. If 
» the Business Representative feels the complaint is not a valid 
„ so grievance, he will direct the Shop Steward and/or Plant Chairman to 
3i so inform the employee and the matter will be considered dosed. 
J: Section 4 
i j If the Business Representative feels the matter should be pursued 
- 34 further, he will contact the appropriate Administrator-Labor Relations 
JS within five (5) working days following receipt of the Foreman's 
36 answer. This time limit may be waived by mutual consent of boih 
19 
i part ies, An informal hear ing of the comp la in ! wil l be held within a 
2 reasonable amount o i t ime fol lowing this contact unless the matter 
3 can be resolved. This informal hear ing will be at tended by the 
4 Administ rator-Labor Relat ions, appropr iate supervis ion, the Bus iness 
s Representat ive, Plant Cha i rman, Shop Steward , and the aggr ieved. 
6 It is further unders tood and agreed that the Administ rator-Labor 
7 Relations and the Business Representative will have full authority to 
« make settlements at such informal hearings, a id such settlements 
q will be considered non-precedent by both parties. If the matter is not 
iu resolved on a verbal basis as described above the Business 
11 Representative will submit a form which will be called "Statement of 
i i Facts and Issues" within five (5) working days following the 
u Administrator-Labor Relations answer to the complaint. Upon receipt 
u of the Union's Facts and Issues, the Administrator-Labor Relations 
u will submit wilhin five (5) worising days the Company's Facte and 
i6 Issues. This form will be approved and signed by the Business 
i7 Representative and the Administrator-Labor Relations. The matter 
is will not be pursued as a formal written grievance unless the 
is Statement of Facts and Issues Form is completed. The Statement 
20 shall be made an at tachment to and remain a par i of the formal 
2i grievance. The completed Grievance Form must be submitted to the 
i i Administrator-Labor Relations by the Business Representative within 
23 five (5) work ing days after receipt of the Company 's Facts a n d Issues 
24 request ing a meet ing between the Direct ing Business Representat ive 
is or his designee and the Director-Labor Relations or his designee to 
26 pursue the matter further. The Business Representat ive shall 
27 indicate rhe provision(s) of the Agreement al legedly violated and 
2s include a statement of his reason(s) for request ing this meet ing . 
» Section 5 
» A meeting on the grievance between the Directing Business 
3i Representative or his designee and the Director-Labor Relations or 
33 his designee shall be held within ten (10) working days of receipt of 
is the request for such meet ing. The appropriate Business 
34 Representat ive a n d Administ rator-Labor Relat ions may also at tend. 
35 Both part ies at tending such meet ings shal l have fuW author i ty to rnske 
36 final and binding set t lements. T h e Director-Labor Relat ions or h is 
37 des ignee shall render his decis ion in wri t ing within fifteen (15) 
38 work ing days of the meet ing. If the gr ievance is not sett led to the 
39 satisfaction of the Directing Business Representative, he may request 
« in writ ing that the grievance be submit ted to arbitration. This request 
20 
i shall be made to Ihe Director-Labor Relat ions within f i f teen (15) 
2 work ing days after receipt ot the Company 's wri t ten answer. 
3 Sect ion 6 
4 A. The part ies shall first a t tempt to agree upon a n impart ia l arbitrator. 
5 If they cannot agree within f ive (5) work ing days , the part ies shall 
6 jointly request the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service to 
J submit s list of five (5) names of possible arbitrators. 
s 6. After receipt of the panel of arbitrators, the parties shall meet to 
9 select the arbitrator. The parties shaJJ, by concurrent written ballot, 
io each strike two names from the panel. It this leaves three names 
ii on the panel, the parties shall, by concurrent written ballot, each 
u strike one additional name from the panel. When only two names 
u remain, the parties shall, by concurrent written ballot, eacn strike 
it one additional name from the pane). If one name remains, that 
is person shall be the arbitrator. If the last ballot eliminates both 
i6 ' remain ing names, the part ies shall choose between these two by 
17 lot. 
is C. The President-Directing Business Representative and the Director-
is Labor Relations shall meet at least once per month to schedule 
» arbitrations and establish arbitration hearing dates. It is further 
ii agreed that when the arbitration hearing date has been 
22 establ ished, it can only be changed by agreement between the 
23 Union and Ihe Company . Any matter p laced in arbitrat ion which 
24 has not been scheduled within twelve (12) months of the Director-
25 Labor Relat ions request for an arbi t rat ion pane l shal l be 
26 cons idered null and vo id a n d the case c losed w i thou l resolving the 
27 meri ts of the case. Th i s t ime limit may be extended by mutual 
2s agreement of the President-Direct ing Bus iness Representat ive 
» and the Director-Labor Relat ions. 
io Sect ion 7 
31 T h e Company and the Union shall at tempt to agree o n a 
32 Submission to the Arbitrator in advance, signed by both parties and 
is setting torttt the specify issiiB(s) in dispute. Tbs Submission, along 
34 wilh a copy of the grievance and all pertinent correspondence, shall 
35 be mailed t o the arbitrator at least one (1) week prior to the arbitrat ion 
36 hearing date. It is further understood and agreed that neither party 
37 shad present factual ev idence in a n arbitration hear ing which has not 
as been m a d e known to the other party prior to the mai l ing ot the joint 
39 Submiss ion ment ioned above . 
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i Section 8 
2 A. A reasonable effort wi l l be m a d e to schedu le Arbi trat ions in 
i numer ica l order; however, d ischarge cases will be g iven top 
4 priority in all steps of the Grievance procedure, including 
5 Arbitrations. 
(, 8. Union grievances, as defined in Article IX, Section 18, shall be 
7 scheduled separately, 
t Section 9 
s The arbitrator shall meet with the parties as soon as possible after 
m his selection and decide the question in dispute within thirty (30) 
I I calendar days from the conclusion of the taking of evidence. The 
12 arbitrator's decision shall be binding upon thB Company, the Union, 
u and all employees represented by the Union. The arbitrator shall not 
14 have the power to add to or subtract from or modify the terms of the 
is Agreement or any Agreement supplemental hereto, nor to establish 
i6 or change any wage rale. 
n Section 10 
is All charges made by the arbitrator shall be approved and borne 
19 equally by both part ies. Each party shall pay its own witnesses and 
20 representat ives to r t ime lost f rom work for appearance at arbitration 
i i hearings. 
•n Section 11 
M The Union shall furnish Grievance Forms and Statement of Facts 
a and Issues Forms, and such forms shall be used in filing a grievance. 
u Section 12 
26 A, The Company agrees that whenever the term "Shop Steward* is 
r, used herein, It shall designate the Shop Steward for a given area 
2s a n d shift . The Shop Steward will represent al l employees in his 
29 des ignated area on his shift, and may process a gr ievance only 
m concern ing matters affect ing employees within his des ignated 
3i area. The total number of Shop Stewards shal l not exceed that 
32 number resulting from the application of a ratio of one (1) Shop 
ii Steward per seventy-five (75) employees in the bargaining unit. 
34 There shall be four (4) Plant Chai rmen, If the act ive populat ion of 
35 I A M A W represented employees reaches 7,500 the number of 
36 Plant Cha i rmen will increase to five (5). If the act ive populat ion of 
37 I A M A W represented employees reaches 9 ,000 or more the 
22 
i number ot Plant Chairmen will further increase to six (6) which is 
2 the maximum allowable during the term of this Agreement, 
.i B. The Company agrees that all newly hired or departmental 
i transfers assigned to departments within the 1AM Job 
5 Classifications will be introduced to the appropriate certified Union 
« Shop Steward within a few days on the shop floor. The Union will 
i keep the Company informed ot all certified Shop Stewards, 
a Extenuating circumstances will be considered. 
9 Section 13 
io If a Steward finds it necessary to leave his work to handle a 
u grievance in the plant, he shall secure the permission of his Foreman 
is ot Supervisor before leaving his work and shaft advise his Foreman 
13 or Supervisor of h is return to work. T h e Steward and/or Plant 
14 Chairman shall notify the appropriate Foreman Dr Supervisor before 
u entering that Supervisor's area to (a* to an employees) regarding a 
i6 grievance. The Steward's handling of a grievance shall oe confined 
n to his specific certification and shift. 
is Section 14 
w It is intended that Shop Stewards continue to work in the area for 
MI which they are certified to provide experience and continuity; 
2i however, for reasons of production, it may be necessary at times to 
2i transfer them. The Company shall notify the Union in writing five <5) 
2j days prior to the transfer of any Steward. 
a Section 15 
a The Union shall furnish to the Company a complete list ot Shop 
26 Stewards des igna ted for each area and shift, and no Shop Steward 
27 shall be recognized except those so certified. The Union shall notify 
2t the Company in writing at (east five (5) days in advance of the 
29 cert i f ication of a Shop S leward . The Company shal l notify the Union 
3D in wri t ing ot the terminat ion ot any Steward . 
3i Section IS 
32 In case o) a wri t ten repr imand, d ischarge, Dr a discipl inary 
3i suspens ion of a n employee, the Shop Steward shal l be present. If 
H the Shop Steward is not avai lable in a d ischarge case, the 
35 appropriate Plant Cha i rman shad be present if he is avai lable. The 
n employee shall be given the opportuni ty of fi l ing a gr ievance before 
3i leaving the p lant un less, in the Company 's j udgmen t , c i rcumstances 
x necessi tate his immedia te removal f rom the premises, in wh ich case 
23 
i the Shop Steward snail have the privilege of talking to the employee 
2 in a place designated by the Director-Labor Relations. If a Steward is 
3 not present ior any reason at the l ime of a disciplinary suspension, 
4 the five (5) day limit for the tiling of a grievance shall run for a period 
5 of five (5) days (ram the end of suspension. 
s Section 17 
i Employee Incident Reports reflecting disciplinary action will be 
s removed, upon written request of the employee, from the employee's 
9 Personnel Division folder provided he is not subsequently issued an 
io Employee Incident Report lor violation or infraction of any Boeing 
11 Standards of Behavior for a maximum period of three (3) years. The 
iz Record of Unsatisfactory Performance, used by supervision as a 
u departmental record, will be continued for recording oral warnings, 
14 Records of Unsatisfactory Performance will be retained in 
is departmental records for a maximum of four (4) years, but wil l not be 
it filed in the employee's Personnel Division folder. 
17 Section 18 
,a UNION GRIEVANCE - The term Union Grievance shall mean any 
19 grievance which the Union may have with the Company arising out of 
» the interpretation or application of any of the terms of this Agreement, 
2i but excluding grievances involving individual employee discipline 
2i cases, upgrading, working out of classification, work performed by 
13 supervision, work performed by others, and requests for 
24 reclassification. Any subject matter of any grievance that has been 
a presented by an employee under Section 1 of this Article shall not be 
is presented as a Union Grievance. A Union Grievance must be filed 
27 within five (5) woridng days from the date it was found to exist by the 
28 Union or be considered not to exist. Union Grievances will be 
23 adjusted according to the following procedure: 
JO A Union Grievance shall be presented to thB Director-Labor 
3i Relations by the Directing Business Representative and must include 
32 a completed Grievance Form, as well as the Statement of Facts and 
33 Issues Form with the Union's portion thereof completed, indicating 
3i the clause(s) of the Agreement allegedly violated by the Company. A 
.is meeting will be held within ten (10) working days following the 
36 Director-Labor Relations' receipt of the Union Grievance. At such 
37 meeting the Director-Labor Relaiions or his designee will complete 
» the Company's portion of the Statement of Facts and Issues Form 
w and discuss the issues involved therein. The decision of the Director-
24 
i Labor Relations or his designee on the issue(s) shall be given to the 
, 2 Union, in writ ing, within fifteen (15) working days after the meeting 
5 described above. 11 he is dissatisfied with the decision, the Directing 
4 Business Representative or the Assistant Directing Business 
j Representative may submit the grievance to arbitration within fifteen 
i (15) working days after receipt of the Company's decision pursuant to 
. ? Sections 6 ihrough 10 of !his Article. 
i Section 19 
9 In the even! a Company's answer So a grievance is not appealed 
io within the time limits provided in (his Article IX, the case Shall be 
I I considered as settled on a non-precedent basis. Failure by the 
I I Company to answer a grievance within the time limits provided in this 
u Artida IX shall permit the grievance lo be referred to the succeeding 
i4 step. 
ARTICLE X - DISCRIMINATION 
16 Section 1 
i7 The parties agree there snail be no discrimination, interference, 
is restraint, or coercion by either party, or by an agent or representative 
i9 of either party against any employee for Union activities. The 
» employer will not discriminate against any employee selected to 
21 serve as a Shop Steward or Safety Commit teeman. 
23 Section 2 
zi The Company and Union agree that the requirements set forth 
21 under Title VII of the Civil flights Act of 1964 and Revised Order No. 
is 4 of the Department of Labor pertaining to race, color, religion, 
26 national origin, and sex will be observed by both parties. The 
21 Company and the Union further agree that employees will not be 
2! discriminated against because of age or physical or mental handicap. 
• is This also applies to the qualified disabled veterans and veterans of 
» the Vietnam era. 
;i Section 3 
52 The words "he," "his," "him," "her", "she" and "leadman," as used in 
'< 3) this Agfeement, refer to both male and female employees. 
25 
r 
ARTICLE XI - SENIORITY 
2 Section 1 
j Seniority as used herein designates an employee's length of 
* service within the bargaining unit covered by this Agreement, the 
5 possession of which entitles him to certain rights hereinafter provided. 
6 Section Z 
i A, Seniority shall be hy jab classification. In case o! identical 
e seniority dates, the employee with the lower clock number will ho 
t the senior employee. In case of identical dates for employees with 
IO a seniority date after implementation of BPS payroll, the employee 
n with the lower last four digits of their Social Security Number will 
12 be the senior employee. This applies only to new hires after 
is implementation of BPS. 
i4 B. New hires, as well as employees who transfer from non-union 
15 positions may be required to attend some type of training to 
is perform work covered under the Articles of Agreement e.g., 
IT vestibule, prior to beginning their probationary period. Seniority 
is dates for employees who complete their probationary period, as 
is defined in Section 5 of this Article, will be the date he/she began 
a training. It is understood that these employees will not be covered 
2i by the terms and conditions of the Articles of Agreement during 
zi thew training period. It is recognized that this is an exception to 
j i ihe detlnition of seniority under Section 1 of this Article. 
24 Section 3 - Layoff 
as In case of a layoff within a job classi f icat ion, the sequence of 
2t layoffs in the job classif icat ion shal l be : first, Laamer-Helpare; 
v second, employees transferred in l ieu of layoff wi th in fhe preceding 
2a thirty (30) work ing days ; third, by seniori ty in the job classif icat ion a s 
H def ined in Sect ion 2A above. 
so Section 4 
j i A. An employee due to be laid oK may apply at the Employment 
a Office for a transfer arid senior qualified applicants will be given 
33 first consideration for available openings. 
34 B, An employee who becomes subject to layoff and who is granted a 
35 transfer in lieu of layoff to a different job classification shall be kep! 
26 
i on the Seniority List of the job classification from which he was so 
2 transferred for sixty (60) months. 
3 C. An employee who is transferred in lieu of layoff may accept the 
4 layoff from his previous classif ication, instead of the transfer, any 
s t ime before he has worked thirty (30) days after the transfer has 
6 been made. 
7 D. In case of unsatisfactory performance by an employee transferred 
s in lieu of layoff, the Company reserves the right to cancel the 
9 transfer and layoff the employee from his previous job 
IQ classification within a period of thirty (30} days actually worked 
n from the date of the transfer. 
u E. An employee who is laid off before having worked thirty (30) days 
la in the classification to which he was TILLOed will receive any 
H accrued vacation or sick leave pay for which he is eligible at the 
is rate he last received in his previous job classif ication. 
is F. In the event of an opening in his original job classification within 
i? sixty (60) months, he shall be given one opportunity to return to his 
is old job on the basis of his seniority, If an employee who accepts a 
i» transfer to anothBr job is recalled by seniority sixty (60) months of 
2o original layoff date, he must eluct within twenty-tour (24) hours 
i i either to return to his original job or remain on the job to which he 
22 was transferred. Upon such election, his name will be deleted 
23 from the seniority list of !he classif ication he rejects. 
24 Section 5 
25 All new employees will be considered on probation for a period of 
26 forty (40) working days trom the date ot initial employment in the 
27 bargaining unit, except Learner-Helpers who will be considered on 
28 probation for sixty-five (65) working days. 
29 Section 6 
30 If, in the opinion of Management, they fail to make satisfactory 
i i progress, this fact shall be deemed sufficient grounds for immediate 
32 dismissal. There shall be no responsibiSity for the reemployment of 
u probationary employees if they are discharged or laid off during this 
.14 period. After the required accumulated employment per iod, the 
33 names of such employees shall then be placed on a Seniority List in 
st order of the date of their initial employment in the bargaining unit. 
27 
i Section 7 
2 The Company shall keep a Senior i ty List by Job classif ication and 
3 whenever the un ion requests such lists, the Company will make such 
i lists avai lable tor inspect ion. Said Seniority List shall be made 
5 avai lable in July 2001 and be revised semi-annual ly dur ing the life of 
s this Agreement . This list may be chal lenged by the Union within thirty 
7 (30) days after each revision; otherwise, it shall be considered 
a correct. In addi t ion, one (1) copy of the Seniori ty List revised in 
i Sep tember and March will be forwarded to the off ice of the Direct ing 
in Business Representat ive. 
w Sections 
sa Laid off employees shall be called back to work in accordance with 
ij their seniority. The Company shall notify them in writing, by mail 
i4 forwarded to the employee 's last known address on the Company 's 
ij records, and the employee will be required to notify the Company 
it within four (4) working days that he will report back to work within 
n fourteen (14) days of the receipt of this notice. Failure to do so will 
n result in automatic loss of seniority and the Company will be relieved 
is of any obligation to reinstate the employee. It is the sole 
JO responsibi l i ty of the employee to keep the Personnel Records 
2i Depa r tmen ! of the C o m p a n y at 1-888-632-6220 proper ly in formed as 
22 to his address and te lephone number. 
23 Sect ion 9 
24 Any emp loyee laid off for a cont inuous period of sixty (60) months 
is shall be dropped from the Seniority List. 
26 Section 10 
27 A n emp loyee wil l accumulate senior i ty whi le la id oft. 
:» Sect ion 11 - Shift Preference 
» A. Subject to the Company ' s r ight to make any temporary shift 
so transfers to not exceed f i f teen (15) working days ' durat ion, senior 
3i employees shall have preference for shift ass ignments as provided 
32 below. O n temporary shift t ransfers, at \he expirat ion of the 
33 f i f teenth (15th) work ing day the employee shall be returned to his 
j4 or iginal shift except that for t raining purposes this t ime may be 
33 ex tended up to an addit ional ten (10) weeks. 
28 
i B. 
2 t) An employee with at least nine (9) months of continuous 
j service may request of his immediate supervisor, in writing, a 
* transfer to another shift which shall be limited to his present jab 
s classification and department. He shall be permitted, within 
t fifteen (15) worKing days following the date of his request, to 
i displace the employee having the least amount of seniority on 
s the shift of his preference. The employee who is being 
9 displaced shall be given five (5) working days advance 
io notification of displacement. 
n 2) Employees who are transferred at the direction of the Company 
i2 from one shift to another will be given five (5) working days 
i] advance notification. 
i4 C. Shift transfer will be made no later than the Monday of the 
is workweek in which the fifteenth (15) working day falls. 
is 0. No displacement, for shift preference, of or by a probationary 
17 employee shall be permitted. 
is E. An employee, having once exercised his shift preference rights, 
i3 will not be permitted to request a change in shifts for a period of 
20 twelve (12) months from the date of his transfer to the shift a( his 
i i preference. If an employee is transferred to another shift by the 
n Company, his shift pretereros lights wli be reinstated,, 'fi supVi 
23 employee was nol the least senior employee on the shift from 
2-1 which he was transferred and he elects within ten (10) working 
23 days to return to that shift, he shad noi be considered as having 
2« exercised his shift preference rights as a result of such return. 
27 F. The Company shall not be required to make shift transfers 
M exceeding ten percent (10%) (but at least one (1) employee) of 
29 those employees in a given job classification, department and 
30 shift, who are subject to displacement during any calendar month. 
3i G. Any employee may cancel his request for shift transfer at any time 
32 prior to his notification of shift transfer by the Company. Such 
3j cancellation must be made in writing to his Foreman and signed by 
34 the requesting employee. Cancellation of a request for shift 
35 transfer will prohibit that employee from submitting any further 
si request for shift transfer for sin (61 months. 
29 
i Section 12 
2 An empfoyee who has been or will be transferred from a job 
j classification covered by this Agreement to a supervisory position not 
j within tha bargaining unit, and over CBU personnel, will retain 
5 previous seniority and will assume such seniority in case tie returns 
f, to the bargaining unit. However, effective 17 May 1993 any 
j employee in a supervisory position and over CBU personnel who is 
s promoted to a third line or higher supervisory position will lose all 
i credited union seniority rights. 
it) Section 13 
i i An employee covered by this Agreement who is elected or 
i2 appointed to one of the following District 837 Offices: Business 
n Representative, President, Vice President, Financial Secretary, or 
H Treasurer, or becomes a Representative Ot the Grand Lodge, and 
is leaves the employ of the Company to serve in this office for full time 
is and full pay will retain previous; seniority and accumulate seniority 
f? wniie serving in these positions, for the purpose of reemployment 
is oniy, provided he applies tor employment in the bargaining unit 
i? immediately. 
20 Sect ion 14 
n An employee occupying the posi t ion referred to in Sect ion t 2 of 
12 th is Art icle on 1 January 1971 shal l be credi ted wi th addit ional 
23 seniority as of that date tor l ime spent in such posit ion up to a 
2J max imum of f ive (5) years. Similar seniority credit shall be granted 
a employees attaining such posit ions between 1 January 1971 and 11 
26 May 1975. Employees attaining sircfr positions after 11 May 1975 
v shall be credited with additional seniority for time spent in such 
28 positions up to a maximum of Sour ( i ) years. Total seniority will be 
21 assumed in each of the above instances in case of return to the 
30 bargaining unit. Employees attaining such position after 16 May 1993 
JI will only assume previous seniority when returning to the bargaining 
32 uni). 
33 Section 15 
« The Plant Chairmen certified by the Union to the Company will be 
35 the last to be laid off by seniority while they are officially certified by 
36 the Union as such. Shop Stewards will be the last to be laid off by 
37 seniority within the job classification while they are officially certified 
jg by the Union 1o the Company as such. 
30 
i The above language does not insulate Stewards from shift 
2 transfers in accordance with Article X I , Section 11 . However, when 
3 the Union reaches the number of Stewards called for in Article IX, 
< Sect ion 12 we will extend seniority to Shop Stewards for shift 
s preference purposes. 
(, Section 16 
7 With the approval of the Union, a member of this bargaining unit 
s who is appointed an instructor shall accumulate seniority while he 
9 serves as instructor. An instructor, for the purpose of this 
JD understanding, is one whose full-time assignment is in the instruction 
l i or teaching of Company or other personnel in a prescribed field of 
12 activity. An instructor will not perform supervisory work. 
l j Section 17 
is With the approval ot thB Union, a member of this bargaining unit 
i5 who is temporarily appointed to a salaried position and stationed at 
it vendor or customer facilities, shall accumulate seniority while he is 
n assigned, providing he maintains his good standing in the Union. The 
is seniority of the individuals mentioned in the above two sections for 
li layoff purposes shall be treated the same as other off-site personnel. 
2i> Section 18 
2i In case an employee is returned to his original classification before 
22 he has worked thirty (30) days in a position outside the collective 
23 bargaining unit, he will not lose any seniority acquired prior to and 
24 accrued during the thirty (30) working day period. 
25 Section 19 
36 A. Temporary layoffs shall no1 exceed ten (10) days in any one (1) 
27 year period. Such layoffs shall be deemed necessary tor the 
is following reasons only: an act of God, cancellation of contract by 
29 the customer without prior notice, or moving of a department. 
JO Seniority as defined in Article XI, Sections 2A and 3 shall not 
j i apply, providing that the temporary layoff shall affect the entire 
32 department. 
33 B. In order to expedite the moving of a department, as stated above, 
34 the Company may stagger the layoff periods, providing that each 
35 employee of the department involved shall be temporari ly laid off 
36 an equal amount of t ime. The entire layoff period for the 
37 department involved shall not exceed ten (10) days. 
31 
i C. If only part of a depar tment is being moved, then thai part shall be 
2 cons idered to be a depar tment within the meaning of the above 
3 sect ions. 
4 Sect ion 2 0 
5 A separate classif icat ion for senior i ty purposes will be establ ished 
« for each of the apprent ice programs, i.e., Machinists-Al l Around and 
? Too l & Die Makers . The above apprent ice programs shall be 
s indentured. Any employee who, in the unan imous opin ion of the 
» Apprent iceship Administ rat ion Commi t tee , does not progress 
10 satisfactori ly at any t ime dur ing his apprent iceship will be returned to 
11 his former job . Also, an employee with good reason will be permi t ted 
12 to return to his former job at his request dur ing the l ime of h is 
13 apprenticeship. Seniority in another classification held by the 
i4 employee at the time he enters the program will be held in reserve 
i5 until the employee leaves or completes the apprenticeship program. 
it Upon completion of the program, the employee shall carry into his 
n Journeyman classification any seniority he has in reserve, plus the 
is seniority he has accumulated while in the program. In the event of 
i9 layoff in an apprenticeship classification, the employee with the least 
2u amount of t ime spent in the program shall be laid off first, tf more 
2i than one (1) employee has the same amount of t ime in the program, 
22 the employee with the least amount of Company seniori ty shall be 
23 laid off first. Uti l izing total C o m p a n y seniori ty, apprent ices may be 
IA m o v e d back t o their former or another classif icat ion at t ime of layoff, 
25 subject to contract provis ions. 
26 Sect ion 21 
27 The C o m p a n y will give at teas! two hundred forty (240) hours 
2» written notice prior to layoff to the employees affected, except when 
i» layoffs are caused by termination of a Government or other 
» production contract, temporary layoffs, or to employees who are 
3i absent. 
32 Sect ion 22 
33 Separate seniority lists will be maintained at each base. 
.vt Employees hired at an off-site base shall have seniority at that base, 
35 except, if they are transferred to another off-site base , they shal l have 
36 seniority at both bases. Employees t ransferred f rom the St. Louis 
32 facility to an off-site base shall have seniori ty at both p laces. In event 
38 of a layoff, employees will be laid off by seniori ty at the place the 
3v layoff occurs. However, if employees have seniority at another place, 
32 
i they may exercise that seniority. All employees assigned to or hired 
2 at off-site bases in a job classif ication set forth in Schedule "A" herein 
3 will be covered by this Agreement. 
ARTICLE XII - VACATIONS 
> Sect ion 1 
6 AJJ employees who have had one (1) year of continuous 
7 employment with the Company will be given two (2) weeks of 
8 vacat ion with eighty (80) hours pay; all employees who have had ten 
9 (10) years continuous employment will be given three (3) weeks 
io vacation with one hundred twenty (120) hours pay; all employees 
ii who have had eighteen (16) years continuous employment with the 
12 Company will be given four (4) weeks vacation with one hundred sixty 
13 (160) hours pay. 
i4 A. A (eadman will be paid his leadman's pay in addition 1o his base 
is rate. 
i6 B. Night shift employees will be paid their shift bonus in addition to 
n their base rate. 
IH Section 2 
19 Continuous employment shall accumulate during a leave of 
so absence not in excess of four (4) weeks, but shall not accumulate 
2i during any part of a leave of absence in excess of four (4) weeks, or 
is during a layoff for lack of work, except that continuous employment 
23 for the purpose of calculating vacation pay shall accumulate during a 
24 leave of absence for non-occupational disability not in excess of 
25 thirteen (13) weeks, but shal l not accumulate dur ing any part of a 
zfi leave of absence in excess of thirteen (13) weeks. 
27 Continuous employment shall accumulate during a leave of 
28 absence not in excess of tour (4) weeks, but shal l not accumula te 
v> dur ing any par t of a leave of absence in excess of (our (4} weeks , or 
30 dur ing a layoff for lack of work, except that cont inuous employment 
31 for the purpose of calculating vacat ion pay shall accumulate during a 
32 leave of absence for occupational disability not in excess of twenty-
is six (26) weeks, but shall not accumulate during any part of a leave of 
34 absence in excess of twenty-six (26) weeks. 
33 
i Sect ion 3 
2 Al l vacat ions must be taken before the expirat ion of twelve (12) 
3 months after date vacat ion is earned. However , up to five (5) 
4 vacat ion days may be carr ied over into the succeed ing vacat ion year. 
5 Those vacat ion days carr ied over must be taken before the expirat ion 
t. of twelve (12) months after the new vacat ion year anniversary date. 
7 Sect ion 4 
s Not less than one (1) nor more than two (2) weeks of vacat ion may 
<> be taken at any one t ime, except for those ent i t led to three (3) weeks , 
IO four (4) weeks , or f ive (5) weeks w h o may take that many at o n e t ime. 
ii The most senior employee of a classification, shift and department 
12 shall be given first choice for one period of his vacation. After all 
o other less senior employees of that classification, shift and 
H department have exercised their first choice, then the most senior 
is emp loyee shal l exerc ise his cho ice for his second per iod of vacat ion. 
ib After al l other less senior emp loyees of that c lassi f icat ion, shift and 
i J depar tment have exerc ised their second cho ice , then the most senior 
is emp loyee shal l exerc ise his cho ice for the third per iod of his vacat ion. 
19 After all other less senior emp loyees of that c lassi f icat ion, shift and 
20 depar tment have exerc ised their third cho ice, then the most senior 
2i employee shal l exercise his choice for h is remaining vacat ion 
22 per iods. T h e Company will permit at least o n e (1) employee of a 
23 given classif icat ion in a depar tment to be o n vacat ion at any given 
24 t ime. 
11 Sect ion 5 
is, A. If a recogn ized hol iday falts wi th in a vacat ion per iod the emp loyee 
27 shal l add one (1) day off wi th pay to the end of his vacat ion. 
2« B. Subject to scheduled opera t ions and the fol lowing condi t ions, 
2» emp loyees may schedule a one (1), t w o (2) or three (3) day 
30 vacat ion in a workweek {8 or 16 hours or 24 hours) : 
3i 1) Each request for a one (1) day vacat ion fal l ing on a Friday or a 
u Monday or falling boloro of after a holiday must be made in 
33 wri t ing (electronic or hard copy) to the employee 's Foreman or 
34 Superv isor at least one (1) work ing day prior to the start of the 
35 day requested. Requests for two (2) or three (3) consecut ive 
5b day vacations must be made in writing (electronic or hard copy) 
37 to the employee 's Fo reman or Superv isor at least t w o (2) 
38 work ing days prior to the start of the days requested. 
34 
i Scheduling of one (1), two (2) or three (3) day vacations shall 
2 not be by seniority but rather shall be on a first come first 
3 served basis. One (1), two (2) or three (3) day vacations, when 
4 approved, will be considered as part of the established vacation 
s scheduling percentage by classification and department. 
« 2) An employee may request a one (1), two (2) or three (3) day 
7 vacation tor the day{s) preceding a holiday, or for (he day{s) 
a following a holiday. Each request must be made to the 
t employee's Foreman or Supervisor prior to the day(s) 
io requested. Such request may be granted ii the requested 
ii vacation day(s) do not interfere with scheduled operations. If, 
ii however, the vacation day(s) is not approved prior to the day(s) 
i3 requested, vacation pay will not be allowed for any absence on 
i* that day. Monday following a Friday, that is a recognized 
is holiday, is to be considered as the day following a holiday; and 
is Friday preceding a Monday, that is a recognized holiday, is to 
17 be considered as the day preceding a holiday. 
is 3) Assuming scheduled operations permit, an employee may 
I? schedule a one (1) day vacation for a Friday, and anoiher one 
20 (1) day vacation the following Monday. No more than three (3) 
21 days vacation may be taken consecutively and no more than 
22 five (5) days vacation may be taken in any two (2) consecutive 
•a workweeks, Friday and Monday are considered consecutive 
24 days. 
25 4) A maximum of fifteen (15) days of earned vacation can be 
26 scheduled in one (1), two (2), or three (3) day increments 
27 during the vacation year. The remainder of earned vacation, 
2s will be scheduled by seniority under condi t ions of Sect ion 4 of 
29 this Article. 
BO 5) No advance pay wilt be alfowed for one (1), two (2), or three (3) 
3i day vacations. Employees taking a one (1), two (2), or three (3) 
32 day vacation on their regular scheduled payday will be given 
3i their paycheck on their return. 
34 6) An employee who has scheduled a three (3) day Wednesday-
» Thursday-Friday, Thursday-Friday-Monday, Friday-Monday-
» Tuesday, Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday, or a two (2) day 
3i Thursday-Friday, Friday-Monday, Monday-Tuesday or a one 
3s day Friday or Monday vacation, may be asked to work Saturday 
y> or Sunday overtime. If however, such an employee refuses the 
35 
i weekend overt ime offered, he will not be charged on the 
2 departmental overt ime records for his refusal. This procedure 
3 is recognized as an except ion to Article XXV, Overtime 
4 Guidel ines. 
5 C. For employees eligible for vacation time off as provided for in this 
a Section, supervision shall, production needs permitting, authorize 
T absences, on a tour (4) hour basis, to be charged against the 
a employee's remaining vacation hours, providing that requests by 
9 the employee for such time off are received by supervision two (2) 
io working days prior to the requested day off. Vacations in this 
ii Section may be taken in four (4) hour increments up to a maximum 
\i of five (5) days in anyone (1) anniversary year. 
13 Section 6 
i4 All vacations shall be taken at a t ime when they will not seriously 
is interfere with scheduled operat ions, and so far as practicable, the 
i6 Company will schedule all vacations for the period for which 
IT employees express a preference, those who have the most seniority 
IB being given the first consideration, 
19 Section 7 
20 Vacation pay will not be al lowed in lieu of an actual vacation, nor 
2i will accumulated vacation or vacation pay be al lowed on a pro rata 
ii basis except that (a) accumulated vacation and vacation pay, on a 
ii daily pro rata basis including the last full day worked, will be allowed 
j4 to employees with twelve (12) months or more continuous 
25 employment who are terminated for any reason and (b) accumulated 
26 vacation and vacation pay, on a daily pro rata basis including the last 
27 full day worked will be al lowed to all employees other than 
2B probationary employees, as def ined in Article XI hereof, who leave 
21 the Company to and actually do serve in the armed forces of the 
30 United States, provided they furnish satisfactory proof of their military 
j i service within a period of thirty (30) days after leaving the Company. 
32 Section 8 
33 Should an employee leave the Company tor any reason 
34 whatsoever and be re-employed, vacation al lowances shall start from 
35 the date of reemployment. 
it. Section 9 
37 If an employee with continuous service with the Company is laid 
38 off and later reinstated, he will be given credit for the time worked 
36 
i prior to his layoff toward the accumula ted t ime necessary to earn a 
2 vacat ion. 
i Section 10 
4 Employees will receive vacat ion paychecks on the last scheduled 
5 payday prior to go ing on vacat ion. 
ARTICLE XIII - SAFETY COMMITTEE 
7 Section 1 
a It is the desire of both parties to this Agreement to maintain high 
i standards of safety and health in the plants of the Company in order 
IO to eliminate, as far as possible, industrial accidents and illness. The 
n Union will appoint one safety committeeman for each building and 
n shift. The Company will assign professional safely/health coverage 
13 lor each building and shift. They shall be known as the Boeing Plant 
H Safety Committee. A Company Safety Engineer or Industrial 
is Hygienist shall act as Chairman of this committee. The Directing 
16 Business Representat ive may ass ign Bus iness Representa t ives to 
17 the Safety Commi t tee to moni tor the Company ' s safety p rog ram. 
is Section 2 
is The duty of the Safety Commi t tee is to be aware of all appl icable 
20 Federal, State, and Municipal safety and health regulations and make 
2i recommendations for the maintenance of proper standards and to 
22 d iscuss Health and Safety Hazard Reports and other specif ic safety 
23 or health p rob lems or concerns relat ing to work areas . 
24 Section 3 
2s The safety committeeman shall receive and investigate complaints 
26 within his des ignated bui lding and shift regarding al leged unsa fe and 
27 unheal thy work ing condi t ions. Proper and modern safety dev ices 
28 shall be provided for al l employees work ing on potential ly unsafe and 
29 hazardous work. Such devices will be furn ished by the Company , 
30 and it shall be mandatory for employees to use same. Al l wr i t ten 
31 hazard reports will be answered in wri t ing within three (3) work ing 
32 days, whenever possible, but no later than f ive (5) work ing days. 
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i Sect ion 4 
2 The Company shall maintain on all full shifts access to a n 
3 emergency t ra ined at tendant to care for its employees in case of 
4 acc identa l injuries or ser ious i l lness. 
5 Sect ion 5 
6 A. The Company will continue (o furnish persona* protective 
; equipment in particular situations where it is now the practice to do 
s so unless circumstances in such situations change, making the 
9 use of such personal protective equipment unnecessary. 
w B. One pair of OSHA approved prescription safety glasses including 
11 eye examinat ion shall be furn ished by the Company for the life of 
12 the contract. The glasses and exam will be provided on site by a 
is vendor selected by the Company. This benefit will apply only to 
u employees who are required by the Company to wear safety 
is glasses on their job. 
i6 Section 6 
n An employee serving as Union safety committeeman shall not at 
is the same time serve as Shop Steward. It is intended that Union 
is safety committeemen continue to work in the building where they are 
lo appointed to provide experience and continuity. However, for 
i i reasons of production, it may be necessary at times to transfer them 
22 to another bui ld ing. T h e Company shall notify the Union in wri t ing 
23 f ive (5) days prior to !he transfer of a safety commi t teeman. 
ARTICLE XIV - WAIVER 
a Sect ion 1 
26 The waiver of any breach or condi t ion of this Agreement by either 
27 party shall not const i tute a precedent for any future enforcement or 
28 waiver of such breach or condi t ion. 
ARTICLE XV - BULLETIN BOARDS 
30 Sect ion 1 
31 The Union shall have the right to use designated bulletin boards 
32 o n the Company proper ty for the purpose ot post ing not ices of Union 
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i meet ings and other activit ies wh ich are off icial ly approved by the 
2 Union and the Company prior to posting. The Company will act 
3 prompt ly o n such not ices sent to the Labor Relat ions Depar tment by 
4 the Union. 
s Section 2 
6 No other notices or distribution of pamphlets, advertising matter or 
i any Wnd ot literature will be permitted in the plant or on Company 
s property excepting matter the distribution of which is protected by 
t Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act as amended. Violators 
in of this rule shall be subject to Immediate disciplinary action up to and 
11 including discharge. 
>: ARTICLE XVI - PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS 
13 Sect ion 1 
14 Whenever an employee sha/J so request in writ ing, the Company 
is will deduct from such employee's pay each month dues payable by 
is such employee to the Union in a sum specified by the Union. The 
i? Union will promptly notify the Company of any changes in the rate of 
is dues during the term of this Agreement. Each such request shall 
is specify that the employee reserves the right to withdraw such request 
IQ by notice in writ ing. Such request (or deduction of Union dues shall 
2i be valid only for the duration ot this Agreement. The agreed forms for 
22 use of employees in mak ing a request for deduct ion , as wel l as f o rm 
23 ot notice of withdrawal, will be furnished by the Union. 
24 Section 2 
25 Upon receipl ot a signed payroll deduction request 1mm the 
26 emp loyee , the C o m p a n y agrees to make an Aerospace Credi t Union 
27 deduct ion for the term and in the amount speci f ied o n the deduct ion 
2s fo rm, but not less than one dollar ($1.00). Such deduct ion forms wil l 
21 be suppl ied to the emp loyee by the Credit Union. Each w e e k the 
m Company shall remit to the Aerospace Credit Union the amount 
3i withheld from the employee's earnings, together with an alphabetical 
J2 list showing the employee's name, badge number, account number, 
J3 and the amount of deduct ion, 
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ARTICLE XVII - SABOTAGE 
2 Section 1 
3 The Union agrees to report to the Company any acts of sabotage 
4 or damage to or taking of Company, Government, customer, or any 
s other person's or employee's property, and the Union further agrees if 
6 any such acts occur, to use its best efforts in assisting to determine 
^ and apprehend the guilty person, 
ARTICLE XVIII - UNION SECURITY 
•i Section 1 
IO As a condition o! employment all employees subject to the 
11 provisions of this Contract shall become and remain members of the 
\z Union in goad standing. Good standing shall consis! only oi the 
13 payment of dues and initiation fees. 
it The Company shaJJ be required to terminate an employee for non-
i i membership in the Union only if the Union certifies that membership 
16 in the Union was denied or terminated solely by reason of the 
ii employee's failure to tender the periodic dues and initiation fees 
is uniformly required as a condition of acquiring or retaining 
K membership in the Union. 
20 Sect ion 2 
ii New employees shall, before the expiration of their probationary 
22 per iod (forty (40) work ing days for all employees except Learner-
23 Helpers w h o are on probat ion for sixty-f ive (65) work ing days) make 
24 application for membership, 
is Section 3 
26 The Union shall indemnify, de fend and save the Company 
27 harmless against any and all c laims, demands , suits or other forms of 
is liability that shall arise out of or by reason of action taken try the 
29 Company under Sect ion 1 in rel iance upon representat ion by the 
30 Union that an employee may be lawfully d ischarged under Sect ion 1 . 
31 Such requests for discharge shall be made by registered mail from 
33 the Directing Business Representative (or his designee) to the 
u Director - Union Helations (or his designee). 
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ARTICLE XIX - DISTRIBUTION OF 
AGREEMENT 
3 Sect ion t 
4 The employer agrees to furnish a copy of this Ag reemen t to al l 
j present employees and al l newly employed persons w h o come under 
6 the terms of this Agreement . 
ARTICLE XX - NO STRIKE CLAUSE 
a Section 1 
s A. There shall be no slowdowns, picketing, boycotts, cessation of 
io work, strikes, interference with the business of the Company or 
ii other disruptive activities by employees or the Union during the 
i2 term of this Agreement, and no lockouts by the Company, 
13 B. Any employee violating this provision shall be subject to whatever 
H disciplinary action may be warranted. 
15 Section 2 
is The above prohibition on strikes shall not be binding on the Union 
n sixty (60) days after notice has been served on the Company 
is pursuant to Section 8(d) of the National Labor Relations Act as 
is amended when no agreement for a new contract has been reached. 
ARTICLE XXI - FUNERAL LEAVE 
2i Section 1 
22 When a death occurs in an employee's immediate family (spouse, 
2j parent or step-parent, child or step-child, brother, step-brother, or 
34 half-brother, sister, step-sister, or half-sister, mother-in-law and 
u father-in-law, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-
26 law, grandparent , great -grandparent or grandchi ld , spouse 's 
n g randmother or grandfather) , such emp loyee will be pa id eight (8) 
a hours pay at his work ing rate for a regular ly schedu led workday. 
29 Funeral leave pay may be allowed from the day of death up to ten 
» (10) calendar days after the funeral or memorial service not to exceed 
3i three (3) working days, provided that Ihe employee attends thB 
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i funeral or memorial service, but no funeral leave pay shall bB al lowed 
3 for any funeral leave day for which holiday, vacation, sick leave, 
i weekly disability or similar payment is paid. All days taken after the 
4 date of (fie funeral or memorial service must be taken consecutively. 
5 As an alternative, one of the three (3) days mentioned above may be 
6 used the day following Ihe funeral or memorial service if necessary 
i for travel, provided the distance between the city in which the funeral 
e or memorial service is held and Ihe employee's last recorded address 
9 is three-hundred and fifty (350) or more miles as measured by Rand-
io McNally Standard Highway Guide. Written proof satisfactory to the 
it Company (such as a death notice, confirmation from a coroner, 
12 undertaker, doctor or hospital) must be submitted by She employee to 
13 his/her supervisor or designee no later than five (5) working days 
14 after return to work. 
i ; Section 2 
if, Time lost because of funeral leave as listed in Section 1 of this 
17 Article shall not be considered as absenteeism for purposes of 
is disciplinary action or adjusting vacation or sick leave anniversary 
i9 dates. 
ARTICLE XXK - JURY/WITNESS DUTY 
?i Section 1 
22 When an employee is required to and actually does serve on juiy 
23 duty on a regularly scheduled work ing day, he shall receive eight (8) 
24 hours pay at his base rate (plus shift bonus and leadman's pay if 
25 applicable). Employees shall receive holiday pay if a holiday occurs 
2t while on jury duty. Such payments shall be limited to twenty (20) 
27 days in any one calendar year except for grand jury where such 
n payment shall be limited to thirty (30) days in any one calendar year, 
21 Proof of such services saiisfactory to the Company must be given 
so before this section shall apply. 
3i Section 2 
32 W h e n a n employee is subpoenaed as a wi tness in a Federal court, 
33 or state court of law in the state in which he is working or residing, he 
34 shall receive eight (6) hours pay at his base rate (plus shift bonus and 
33 leadman's pay, if applicable). Such payment shall be limited to 
x twenty (20) days in any calendar year. Proof of such services 
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i satisfactory to the Company must be given before this Section 
2 applies. 
.1 However, an employee will not receive wages under the above 
4 provisions if he is called as a witness against the Company, or its 
s interests; or is called as a witness on his own behalf in an action in 
ft which he is a party; or he voluntarily seeks to testify as a witness; or 
7 is a witness in a case arising from or limited to his outside 
s employment or outside business activities. 
•> Section 3 
in Time spent on jury/witness duties is not to be counted as 
ii absenteeism for purposes of disciplinary action or adjusting vacation 
12 or sick leave anniversary dates. 
ARTICLE XXIII • SICK LEAVE 
i4 Section 1 
is All employees who complete one (1) year of continuous 
is employment wifl be granted during the following year, one (1) day of 
i7 sick leave; after the completion of two (2) years of continuous 
is employment, three (3) days during the following year; after the 
i? completion of three (3) years of continuous employment, six (6) days 
a> during the following year, subject to Sections 2 through 10. 
2i Section 2 
22 The sick leave anniversary date for all employees who completed 
si one or more years of continuous employment will be the same as 
24 their employment anniversary • date, subject to provisions of Sections 
25 3 through 10-
2t Section 3 
n Any employee who is absent on his annual earned date for the 
28 purpose of sick leave and that absence results in a Leave of Absence 
K or termination will not be eligibte to receive his following year's sick 
30 leave, determined under Section 2. Otherwise, all employees will be 
! 31 eligible on their annual earned date for their following year's sick 
' 32 leave. For the purposes of this Section only, the term "annual earned 
33 date' shall be considered to mean the employee's employment 
34 anniversary date {as adjusted in accordance with Sections 6 through 
35 10). 
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i Section 4 
2 Sick leave pay shall be calculated at the employee's working rate 
3 at the t ime the leave is taken. At the end of the second year and at 
4 the end of each year thereafter, any unused part of the sick leave 
s al lowed each year will be paid to each employee at his working rate 
6 he is then earning. Sick leave will be taken and paid only in units of 
7 one (1) full day, or four (4) hour increments, limited to a maximum of 
s four (4) four (4) hour increments. An employee who takes a disability 
9 leave of absence will not receive any sick leave pay for which he is 
io eligible for any of the days In question unless he makes a written 
i j request to Payroll. 
12 Section 5 
u Sick leave days are considered to be only those days falling within 
K the employee's regular schedule ot hours. 
:• Section 6 
it Absences for personal reasons of five (5) or more consecutive 
i7 workdays will move forward the employment date for purposes of 
is comput ing future sick leave eligibility. 
;:, Section 7 
30 Cont inuous employment for sick leave eligibility shall accumulate 
2i during a leave of absence, other than a personal leave, not in excess 
22 of four (4) weeks, Out shall not accumulate during any part of a leave 
23 of absence in excess of four (4) weeks, or dur ing a layoff for lack ot 
24 work, except that cont inuous employment for the purpose of 
23 calculating sick leave eligibility shall accumulate during a leave of 
2t absence for non-occupalional disability not in excess of thirteen (13) 
27 weeks, but shall not accumulate during any part of a leave of 
28 absence in excess of thirteen (13) weeks. 
29 Cont inuous employment for sick leave eligibility shall accumulate 
30 during a leave of absence, other than a personal leave, not in excess 
31 of four (4) weeks, but shall not accumulate during any part of a leave 
32 of absence in excess of four (4) weeks, or during a layoff for lack of 
33 work, except that cont inuous employment for the purpose of 
34 calculating sick leave eligibility shall accumulate during a leave of 
35 absence for occupational disability not in excess of twenty-six (26) 
j * weeks, but shall not accumulate during any part ot a leave of 
37 absence in excess of twenty-six (26) weeks. 
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i Section 8 
2 If an employee with continuous service with the Company is laid 
3 off or enters military service and is later reinstated, he will be given 
4 credit for the time worked prior to his layoff, or military leave, for 
5 purposes of computing luture sick leave eligibility. 
6 Section 9 
T Any employee who is terminated for any reason will be granted 
» sick leave pay on a daily pro rata basis including the last lull day 
9 worked, which he has earned but not used, except that the entire 
10 unused portion of sick leave which was earned on his last 
11 anniversary date will be granted as sick leave pay to an employee 
12 who is retired or laid off for lack of work. An employee, who is 
\j granted sick leave paj sained on hia last anniversary date, may upon 
i4 his return from layoff status, request amount granted as time off 
15 without pay. 
K Section 10 
n Should an employee leave the Company for any reason 
is whatsoever and be reemployed, continuous employment for the 
i» purpose of computing sick leave shall start from the date of 
20 reemployment. 
21 Section 11 
22 Days of sick leave, as defined in Section 1 of this Article, shall nol 
23 be considered as absenteeism for purposes of disciplinary action or 
24 adjusting vacation or sick leave anniversary dates. 
ARTICLE XXIV - AGREEMENT FOR 
» SUPPLEMENTAL LAYOFF BENEFITS 
n Section 1 
JB The provisions of Article XXIV of ttie Articles of Agreement 
n> between the parties dated 8 November 1965 were terminated on 7 
» April 1969. Employees who were covered by such article on 3 
31 November 1968 and who thereafter quality as eligible employees 
32 under such article shall have the rights provided under such article 
33 calculated as to amount and qualifying service up to 7 April 1969 and 
.n not beyond. Such rights and the liability of the Company shall 
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i continue until (a) the termination of this Agreement or (b) the 
2 termination of any covered employee's employment for any reason 
3 other than layoff as defined in Section l b of such Article XXIV, 
4 whichever event shall first occur. (Benefits under the Boeing 
5 Company Voluntary Investment Plan, St. Louis, shall not disqualify an 
s employee from receiving benefits under said Article XXIV.) 
ARTICLE XXV - OVERTIME 
s Section 1 
s It is the desire of the Company to distribute overtime as equally as 
io possible in light of the work to be performed. Both the Union and the 
l i Company recognize that the individuals who perform the work must 
12 be qualified for and familiar with the specific work. H these conditions 
13 are met, overtime will be distributed as equally as possible within the 
14 shift, department, and job classification. Every effort will be made to 
15 adjust any unequal distribution of overtime to 60 hours between the 
is maximum and minimum hours of overtime within the shift, department 
IT and job classification which may have occurred in any calendar 
in quarter during the next succeeding calendar quarter wherever 
IK practicable. 
z> Section 2 
2i The Supervisors and Stewards shall review the overtime record on 
22 a monthly basis to see that the above policy is being followed. 
23 Section 3 
24 Overtime shaSI be distributed in accordance with the guidelines set 
a forth in Supplemental Understanding #8. 
2, ARTICLE XXVI - MILITARY RESERVE 
j7 SERVICE PAY 
28 Section 1 
29 An employee who is called to and performs short-term active duty 
30 of thirty (30) ca lendar days or less, inc luding annual act ive duty for 
3i t ra in ing, as a member of the Uni ted States A rmed Forces Reserve or 
32 National Guard, shall be paid as provided below for days spent 
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i performing such duty provided the employee would not otherwise be 
i on layot) or leave of absence. 
3 For each day of short- term active mil itary du ty s e w e d on a 
4 regularly scheduled working day, the employee shal l receive eight (8) 
5 hours pay at his base rate (plus shift premium and leadman's pay if 
6 appl icable) less mi l i iary pay received for tha i day. Such payments 
i shall be l imited to t&n (10) work ing clays in any one mil itary f iscal year 
t ( i .e., f rom 1 October th rough 30 September) . Mil i tary pay is def ined 
i as ail military earnings including a l l a l lowances except for rat ions, 
id subs is tence, and travel. 
i s In ofder to receive payment under this Section, an employee must 
i i give HR Services prior notice of such military duty and, upon his 
is return to work, furnish Payrol l with a statement of the mil i tary pay 
14 received for performing such duty. 
15 Any employee having to travel 350 mi les o r more as measured by 
is Rand McNal ly Standard Highway Guide for his o r her mil i tary duty will 
17 be al lowed (o leave work early for travel t ime will not be cons idered 
is as absentee ism for purposes of discipl inary act ion. 
ARTICLE XXVII - GROUP INSURANCE, 
SAVINGS, AND RETIREMENT INCOME 
PLANS 
22 Section 1 
2j The part ies have agreed tha( the Company will cont inue in effect 
24 group insurance, ret irement, and sav ings plan benefi ts as modi f ied by 
25 the Company 's proposal dated May 30, 2 0 0 1 . The Company will 
26 advise the Union of any change in the companies which current ly 
2? administer these plan benefi ts. 
28 Section 2 
ii The benef i ts of the foregoing plans will be subject to the provisions 
JO of (his Agreement except that Ihey will not be subject to (he gr ievance 
3i procedure and the arbi trat ion procedure provided in this Agreement . 
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ARTICLE XXVIH - TOTAL AGREEMENT 
Section 1 
These Articles o1 Agreement, together with the Job Specifications 
referred to in Article IV, Section 10, and the supplemental 
understandings listed in Section 2 below, constitute the total 
agreement between Ihe (wo parties. All other agreements and 
understandings (between :he Company and this Union only) are 
rescinded. 
Section 2 
The following Supplemental Understandings and Contract 
Supplement "A" on Off-Site Locations, copies of which are attached 
to this Agreement, shall remain in effect for the life of this Agreement: 
1. Understanding regarding Smoking. 
2. Memorandum of Understanding concerning leaves of absences. 
3. Latter concerning new methods, materials, and technology dated 
4 May 1964. 
4. Letter concerning leaves for Union business daled 10 September 
1996. 
Memorandum of Understanding concerning consolidation of 
Mechanic-Office Equipment classification and Maintenance 
Worker classification. 
Memorandum of Understanding concerning shift preference, 
Letter concerning the impact of Federal legislation on our 
retirement and group insurance benefits dated 30 May 2001. 
Overtime Guidelines. 
Glossary of Terms used in job descriptions dated 30 May 2001. 
Letter concerning Union involvement in discrimination complaints 
dated 27 April 1990. 
11, Letter concerning Business Representatives' group insurance 
dated 8 May 1972. 
12. Understanding regarding reduction of Production Control, 
Support, and Maintenance personnel. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
25 
26 
27 
28 
6. 
7. 
e. 
9. 
10. 
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t 13. Memorandum of Understanding concerning Medical Leave of 
2 Absence Return to Work Team. 
3 14. Letter concerning drug/afcohot testing program. 
4 15. Letter concerning Health Maintenance Organizations (HMO) 
J dated 6 May 1981. 
ft 16. Agreement concerning establishment of Maintenance Worker job 
) classification dated 10 June 1993. 
» 17. Letter concerning employee's voluntary contributions to District 
9 #837 IAMAW - P.A.C. dated 30 May 2001. 
in 18. Understanding regarding implementation of Point-of-Use 
ii Delivery. 
i! 19. Memorandum ol Understanding regarding travel. 
is 20. Letter concerning Mechanic-Electro-Optic job classification datBd 
i4 17 June 1993. 
is 2 1 . Agreement regarding continuation of certain agreements and 
is MOU's. 
n 22. Memorandum of Understanding concerning Performance 
is Sharing Plan. 
19 23. Memorandum of Agreement for High Performance Work 
20 Organizations. 
2i 24. MDA Emptoyability Plan. 
i i 25. Offset and Subcontracting Arrangements/Employment Stability 
33 Income Continuation Plan 
M 26. Memorandum of Understanding concerning Housekeeper 
25 classification. 
26 27. Joint Committee on Health Care Cost and Quality. 
2) 23. Memorandum ot Agreement on the Labor Grade Model. 
28 29. Memorandum of Agreement concerning the Machinist Custom 
29 Choices Worksite Benefits Program, 
jo 30. Agreement regarding Employment Security. 
si 3 1 . Agreement regarding A Special Retirement Proposal. 
32 32. Safety Trainer Position 
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Section 3 
If any provision or the enforcement or performance of any 
provision of this Agreement is or shall at any time be contrary to law, 
then such provision shall not be applicable or enforced or performed, 
except to the extent permitted by law. If, at any time thereafter, such 
provision or its enforcement or performance shall no longer conflict 
with the law, then it shall be deemed restored in full force and effect. 
If any provision of this Agreement, or the application of such provision 
to any person or circumstance shall be held invalid, the remainder of 
this Agreement, or the application of such provision to other persons 
or circumstances, shall not be affected thereby. 
Signed this 06 day of November 2001. 
THE BOEING COMPANY 
JOHN VAN GELS 
Vice President/General Manager-Production Operations and Boeing 
St. Louis Site Manager 
GERARD J. OLSEN 
Vice President-Shared Services 
DAVID J. HEATH 
Director-Labor & Employee Relations 
DENNIS S. KUHL 
Sr. Manager-Labor Relations 
PATRICIA A. RITZ 
ManagBr-Labor Relations 
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i KENNETH SHEAD 
2 DirectOr-F-15, AV-8B, T-45, JSF 
3 WILLIAM SCHNETTGOECKE 
4 Assembly Director F-18 
5 LARRY DUKE 
e Sr. Labor Relations Representative 
7 INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS 
i AND AEROSPACE WORKERS, AFL-CIO 
9 RICHARD SCHNEIDER 
io 1AM Overall Boeing Coordinator 
t< DISTRICT LODGE NO. 837, INTERNATIONAL 
12 ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS AND AEROSPACE WORKERS, 
is AFL-CIO 
u RICHARD D. SMITH 
is President/Directing Business Representative 
is BILL J. BROCK 
i7 Assistant Directing Business Representative 
ia GORDON KING 
is Business Representative 
20 STEPHEN MCDERMAN 
ii Business Representative 
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LONZA PATRICK 
Business Representative 
DEWITT DARITY 
Plant Chairman 
ROBERT MONTGOMERY 
Plant Chairman 
ROGER SMITH 
Plant Chairman 
EARL SCHUESSLER 
President, Local Lodge 837-A 
CARLVIETMESER 
President, Local Lodge 837-B 
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SUPPLEMENT 'A' 
OFF-SITE LOCATIONS 
3 1 . Benefits 
4 The copays for office visits, emergency room, and prescript ion 
5 drugs that are agreed to will remain in effect tor remote site HMOs 
| 6 offered by the company during the lite of the contract, except where 
I i (he HMOs no longer offer those copay arrangements as part of their 
| » array ot products, fti those situations inhere an HMO no longer offers 
9 the copay arrangements agreed to by the union and the company, 
IO the company will work with the HMO and the union to offer the next 
n lowest copay arrangement. 
i3 In Southern California, the copay ar rangements in place for 
is HMOs offered to the 1AM 725 will be offered to 1AM 837 employees in 
14 those locations. 
is 2 . Off-Site Bases 
!* Employees ass igned to off-site bases a ! the request of the 
n Company will be ass igned under the appropriate provisions ot the 
is Corporate Travel Manual then in effect. These employees will be 
19 informed of IhB provisions of the Corporate Travel Manual governing 
20 Vieir ass ignment when they are requested to accept suen 
3i ass ignments. 
22 Employees ass igned permanent ly to remote facil i t ies may be 
33 reclassified to a Field Classi f icat ion. In no case, however, will an 
24 employee be reclassif ied to a Field Classif ication w h e n receiving per 
2s d iem al lowances. 
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Supplemental Understanding #1 
The Parties agree that tobacco smoke is a proven health hazard to 
those who directly ingest it, as well as, to the health of those 
subjected to an environment where smoking is allowed. Based on 
these facts, the parties have agreed to enter into an agreement 
(hat will aid employees who wish to quit smoking, while providing a 
healthier environment for thosB who have chosen not to smoke. 
To accomplish this goal the parties have agreed to the following 
understandings; 
1. Smoking within the St. Louis site will only be allowed in 
"Designated Smoking Areas" 
2. In order to allow smokers time to adjust to this new 
environmental requirement the parties agree that 
implementation will begin twelve (12) months from the date of 
ratification ot this agreement. 
3. In an effort to assist employees who desire to quit smoking, 
access to smoking cessation classes wilr be made available 
afler working hours during the first twelve (12) months of this 
agreement. 
4. "Designated Smoking Areas" will be located adiacent to 
buildings where not prevented by customer or safety reasons, 
5. For productivity reasons, smoking will be limited to break and 
lunch periods. 
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i Supplemental Understanding #2 
2 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
i The Company and the Union have agreed that the following will be 
4 the procedure for handling requests for leaves of absence. 
s 1. Request for leave may be made by employee. or person 
e authorized by the employee to make request. 
i 2. Employee, or person authorized to make request, will call Medical 
s Services (314-232-3753) or designee's, as soon as possible; but 
Q in any event, not later than 4:00 p.m. on the third day of absence. 
m 3. Medical Services will give employee, or person authorized to makB 
n request, an absence reporting number at the time request for 
a leave of absence is made. 
13 4. The call from the employee, or person making request, will be 
u handled by Medical Services who will obtain necessary information 
15 on Form D060006080, including address and phone number. It is 
i6 the employee's responsibility to provide an address and phone 
i? number where he can be contacted during the Leave of Absence. 
is 5. Medical leaves of absences of more than seven (7) calendar days 
19 require a Certificate of Disability to be sent to Medical Services not 
» later than the 15th calendar day from the first day of the Leave of 
2i Absence. 
22 6. At the time request for leave is received, it will be made clear to 
23 the person calling that the leave is not granted or denied until 
M medical documentation has been received and reviewed by 
25 Medical Services. Notification of the additional information, etc., or 
;•• approval of Medical Leave of Absence will be forwarded in writing 
n to the address provided by the employee. It is the sole 
2* responsibility of the employee to assure additional information or 
29 other needed communication regarding their leave ot absence is 
30 provided to Medical Services. 
31 7. Employees returning from a Medical Disability leave of absence 
32 must provide a re lease s tatement f rom the t reat ing physician prior 
3j to returning to work. Employees requiring limitations must be 
34 evaluated by Medical Services prior to their return to work, 
3s 8. Medical staff will contact the employee by phone or by mail to 
36 advise status of requesl for leave. 
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Supplemental Understanding #3 
2 4 May 1984 
3 Mr. Cassell Wilfiams 
4 President-Directing Business Representative 
s Aerospace District Lodge No. 837 
t International Association of Machinists 
? and AerospaCB Workers, AFL-CIO 
8 212 (Jtz Lane 
<i Hazelwood, Missouri 63042 
10 Dear Mr. Williams: 
11 This will confirm the understanding reached during the recont contract 
12 negotiations concerning the introduction of new technology into plant 
13 operations. 
w Whenever either party becomes aware of significant changes in 
is methods, materials, or technology which might give rise to a question of 
in appropriate work assignments, the Company will be willing to discuss the 
17 matter with the Union. 
is Whenever lists of newly purchased machinery are received by Labor 
is Relations, you will be invited to review them in the Labor Relations office, 
20 W h e n new mach inery is instal led or new malar ia l is in t roduced, a tour to 
2i v iew the n e w opera t ions will be conducted . If agreement on the proper 
22 classif ication to operate the new machine or oquipment is reached, the 
2J written agreement wil l be s igned by the Director-Labor Relat ions and the 
a PresidBnt 'Direct ing Business Representat ive of the Un ion, 
25 When, as a result of the above meeting, an agreemert is reached that 
26 the new work should bB ass igned to a specif ic C B U classif icat ion and new 
tt technology creates a need for new knowledge and skills, the Company will 
28 offer the af fected employee the necessary training to acquire such new 
2y skil ls. 
jo Very truly yours , 
31 MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION 
32 / s / D. F. Wa te rs 
33 Darrell F. Waters 
14 Vice President-Personnel 
33 McDonnell Aircraft Company 
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, Supplemental Understanding #4 
\ 
2 10 September 1996 
i Mr. Gerald Oulson 
* President-Directing Business Representative 
* s Aerospace District Lodge No. 837 
6 International Associat ion of Machin is ts 
7 and Aerospace Workers, AFL-CIO 
s 212 Utz Lane 
9 Hazelwood, Missouri 63042 
IO Dear Mr. Outeon: 
l i You have raised the question concerning the preservation of 
12 seniority of Union members who are elected or appointed delegates 
w 10 the following Union conventions or assignmerrts: 
u A. I.A.M.A.W. International Convention 
is Once every four (4) years 
is B. AFL-CIO State Convention 
n Once per year 
is C. I.A.M.A.W. Aerospace Conference 
is As required 
20 D. I.A.M. Industrial Conference 
2i As required 
2i E. Machinists Leadership Schoo l 
23 As required 
24 F. Plant Cha i rman replacement, Union audit. Federal and State 
2j invest igat ion, a n d legislative conferences. 
* 26 G. Too l and Die Conference 
27 As required 
28 H. Communica t ions Conference 
' 29 As required 
30 I. Safety Conference 
31 As required 
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i The Company agrees that when absences as indicated above are 
2 one (1) week , but not more than two (2) weeks , and therefore would j 
3 affect the employee's seniori ty, such provis ions will be null and vo id ' 
4 regarding these s i tuat ions a n d the concerned personnel will not lose 
3 seniori ty. Income Pfan benef i ts, or have their vacat ion or sick leave 
6 anniversary dates ad jus ted provided such absences have been 
? approved in advance by the Union President-Direct ing Business 
s Representat ive and C o m p a n y Director-Labor Relat ions. Plant 
i Cha i rman rep lacements may exceed the two (2) weeks wi thout loss 
ID of any of the above benefi ts. 
ii In addition, the Company agrees that leaves granted to 
n employee/members of the Union's negotiating committee during 
i3 contract negot iat ion per iods will not af fect the seniori ty or cause any 
14 loss of benef i ts to those employees . 
is Special c i rcumstances may occasional ly occur wherein the Union 
i6 may request t ime off for employees outs ide the provisions of this 
17 Supp lementa l Unders tand ing. Such requests will be in wri t ing, 
is submi t ted to the C o m p a n y at least th ree (3) calendar days prior to the 
19 requested t ime off. 
20 Yours very truly, 
21 M C D O N N E L L D O U G L A S C O R P O R A T I O N 
22 Isl Clayton D. Burt 
23 Clayton D. Burt 
24 Director-Labor Relat ions 
25 McDonnel l Douglas Aerospace 
, Supplemental Understanding #5 
2 This is to confirm the understanding we reached during the 1996 
' j contract negotiations concerning the Mechanic-Office Equipment job 
4 classification. 
' 5 1 . Employees in the Mechanic-Office Equipment job classification will 
« be included in the Maintenance Worker job classification as 
7 outl ined in Supplemental Understanding #16. 
8 2. All the working condit ions and benefits specif ied in Supplemental 
? Understanding #16 will also apply to employees in the Mechanic-
io Office Equipment job classification. 
n 3. The parties agreed that the duties described in the job description 
12 of the Mechanic-Office Equipment will continue to be performed by 
13 the two (£) employees merged with the Maintenance Worker 
14 classification as long as such work is available. It is further agreed 
is that the Maintenance Workers will not be assigned the duties of 
i6 the Mechanic-Office Equipment 
n 4. Employees in the Mechanic Office Equipment job classification will 
is be entit led to the same GWI 's , COLA'S and LSWP's as received 
19 by employees in the Maintenance Worker job classif ication. 
20 DATE: 10 September 1996 
21 ACCEPTED: 
22 DISTRICT LODGE NO. 837 
2] INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
24 OF MACHINIST AND AEROSPACE 
25 W O R K E R S , AFL-CIO 
26 /s / GeraJd S. Oulson 
27 ACCEPTED: 
* it MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION 
I 29 /s /C lay ton D, Burt 
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i Supplemental Understanding #6 
2 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
3 1. For the purpose of shift bump, the parties have agreed to interpret 
4 Article XI, Section 11B, in such a way that the foilowing 
5 classifications may move within their respective departments. 
6 2. Maintenance Mechanic-All Around, Painter-Maintenance and 
7 Pipefitter-Maintenance, Maintenance Worker in Departments 
8 441A, 441B, and between departments 442A and 446A. 
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Supplemental Understanding #7 
30 May 2001 
Mr. Richard D. Smith 
President-Directing Business Representative 
Aerospace District Lodge No. B37 
International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers, AFL-CIO 
212 Ulz Lane 
Hazelwood, Missouri 63042 
Dear Mr. Smith: 
This is to confirm the understanding we reached during the recent 
negotiations concerning public pension and health insurance 
legislation. 
1. Supplemental Understanding #7 dated 31 March 1981 is cancelled 
with the understanding that, if any applicable governmental 
legislation or regulations escalate pension or savings plan costs 
appreciably during the life o( the 2001-2004 Agreement, this 
matter will be subject for negotiations upon expiration of this 
Agreement. 
2. I! te also agreed !ha! Company healih benefits should not duplicate 
the benefits of public health insurance programs. It is further 
agreed that if any applicable legislation is enacted, the Company 
may implement changes in Company health benefits to effect cost 
reductions necessary to bring its liability for costs of Company 
health benefits plus any tax or premium contribution required from 
the Company by such legislation (or regulations thereunder) to the 
level in effect immediately prior to the implementation of such 
legislation. 
Very truly yours, 
THE BOEING COMPANY 
Isl David J. Heath 
n David J. Heath 
3j Director-Labor & Employee Relations 
M THE BOEING COMPANY 
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Supplemental Understanding #8 
2 OVERTIME GUIDELINES 
i NOTE: When a department is on a scheduled extended workweek {in 
4 excess of forty (40) hours), only paragraphs 13, 30 and 31 will 
5 apply. 
« 1. Overt ime is generally necessitated by an emergency and is 
7 influenced by weather, availability of parts and extraordinary 
s production requirements and, therefore, cannot be scheduled 
« accurately in advance. The Company is wil l ing, however, to 
io make an effort to notify as far in advance as it is possible for it to 
11 do so, recognizing that this effort is limited by the nature of the 
12 work to be performed and by the difficulty of securing a requisite 
is approval of Company and customer representatives. 
14 2. Hecognizing the above difficulties, Ihe Company wil l in iorm ttiose 
is employees required to work overt ime on the weekend sometime 
i6 before the end ol trre shift on Thursday, it must be understood 
n by all parties that this group is su6|ect to upward or downward 
is revisions without notice, (n the event of a downward revision in 
w the number of employees, there will be no liability on the 
20 Company's part to any of the employees who were scheduled to 
2i work and for whom there had been a change. On Friday, 
:2 supervision will contact each tentatively scheduled employee (or 
j ] post a list) to confirm or cancel the overtime. Employees are not 
24 to rely on the tentative schedule to determine the overtime 
23 arrangement. In the case of an upward revision in the overtime 
2<, schedule, no charge will be made for the Friday refusal of the 
2T weekend overt ime. 
2s 3. Overt ime is not usually firm until the end Qf the employee's shift 
vi on Friday. Any employee absent the entire day on a Friday, 
3o regardless of said employee's reason for being absent, shall not 
5i work Saturday and/or Sunday overt ime under any c ircumstances 
32 nor be charged therefor. Any employee who has been confirmed 
33 to work Saturday and Sunday of the same weekend and who, 
34 however, does not report for work on Saturday, will be charged 
)s tor Saturday and will not be al lowed to work that Sunday, nor be 
u charged for Sunday, regardless of said employee's reason lor his 
37 Saturday absence. 
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i 4. Any employee who is tardy (tour (4) hours or less) on a Friday 
2 will be permitted to work Saturday and/or Sunday overtime, if 
3 scheduled. 
4 5. In the event an employee leaves work early on a Friday and said 
5 employee was scheduled to work Saturday and/or Sunday 
6 overtime, it will be the responsibility of the employee to confirm 
7 his overtime assignment with supervision prior to his early 
» departure. If that employee's reason for leaving work early is of 
i such a nature that may prohibit him from working the schedule 
io overtime, then that employee will be removed from the overtime 
ii list but will not be charged with overtime worked on the 
12 department's overtime record. However, if prior to his early 
is departure, supervision determines that said employee can work 
14 the Saturday and/or Sunday overtime and that employee fails to 
15 report for said overtime work, then that employee will be charged 
i6 with a day or daysT as the case might be, of overtime worked on 
n the department's overtime record. 
m 6. In the event an employee leaves work early on a Friday and has 
19 been told by supervision, prior to leaving, to report for work on 
20 Saturday and/or Sunday and, later, after the early departure of 
2i the employee, the overtime is altered downwardly, supervision 
22 will make a reasonable effort to contact by telegraph thai 
is employee to notify him of the overtime change and there will be 
24 no liability on the part of the Company to said employee for 
is whom there had been a change. 
26 7. In the event the overtime is altered upwardly after the early 
27 departure of an employee on a Friday, then that employee shall 
2s have no claim for wages due him for the overtime worked by 
29 another employee. 
30 8. Al l over t ime, dur ing the week as wel l as o n weekends , whether 
.31 worked or dec l ined, will be charged, except as prov ided 
32 elsewhere in these Guidelines. 
33 9. An employee will not be charged with overtime which he is 
34 offered and cannot work due to jury duty, vacat ion or funera l 
35 leave. 
as 10. When an employee is transferred into another department or to 
37 another shift, he will be charged with the average number of 
38 hours worked by the appropr iate workers of the n e w depar tment . 
39 If a t ransferred employee returns to his original depar tment and 
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shift within 30 days, he will be charged with the actual number of 
hours he had there if that number is higher than the average of 
that department and shift. 
11. No employee during a trial period (probationary, transferred in 
lieu of layoff or assigned to a higher-rated classification) shall 
work any overtime unless all the employees in his new 
department, in the classification for which he is being considered, 
have been offered overtime. 
12. On Monday or Tuesday, each Steward shall be given a list o1 the 
employees within his certitication who have worked overtime or 
been charged for overtime during the preceding week. 
13. Prior notice by memo will be issued when a department is placed 
on an extended workweek. This notice will include the start of 
the overtime scheduled workweek period as well as the 
anticipated end of this period. An employee absent on an 
overtime day when his department is on an overtime scheduled 
workweek will be charged on the overtime records for overtime 
missed but not unless he shall have at least three (3) days notice 
of the schedule. 
14. An employee who is absent on a leave longer than thirty (30) 
days will, upon returning to his department and shift, be charged 
with the average number of hours worked by others in his 
classification, if his actual hours worked are lower than that 
average. 
15. An employee who is gone on a road trip longer than one (1) 
week will, upon returning to his department and shift, be charged 
with the average number of hours worked by others in his 
classification, shift and department if his actual hours worked 
prior to going on the trip are lower than that average. Employees 
who are higher than the average number of hours worked by 
others in the department, shift, classification, will be charged with 
the average number of hours worked by employees in his 
classification, shift, and department, while the employee was on 
the road trip. 
16. Upon the request of the Directing Business Representative, the 
administration of these guidelines and the distribution of overtime 
will be reviewed by the Labor Relations Department, Supervision 
of the Company division concerned, and the Directing Business 
Representative or his designee. 
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i 17. Overtime shall be recorded in units of paid hours rather than 
^ 2 hours worked. For example, eight (8) hours' work at time and 
j one-half shall be recorded as twelve (12) hours; eight (8) hours' 
A work at double time shall be recorded as sixteen (16) hours. 
s 18, H an employee is offered overtime work in a department other 
6 than his own, he is to be charged with those hours (whether he 
? works or declines) on the record of his own department. 
a 19. Whenever the number of overtime hours offered differs from the 
i number of hours actually worked, an employee who declines 
io overtime is to be charged with the number of paid hours he was 
ii offered. Supervision is to exercise its best judgment in 
iz estimating realistically the number of hours' work which will be 
13 needed. The employee who works is, of course, to be charged 
N with the number of paid hours actually worked. 
is 20. Before requiring employees to work overtime, supervision will 
i6 first offer that overtime to each employee in the appropriate shift, 
n department, and job classification. Where it is necessary 1o draft 
IB employees So work, this will be done in reverse seniority order. 
is For example, when "drafting" is first required, the least senior 
20 employee with the least number of drafts in the appropriate shift, 
2i department, and job classification shall be ordered to work, If 
22 subsequent drafting is required on that weekend or in the future, 
23 additional employees shall be drafted starting with the least 
24 senior man wi th the least number of drafts (i.e., the second least 
25 senior employee wi th the least number of drafts next, the th i rd 
2* least senior employee with the least number of drafts next, etc.) 
27 within the appropr iate shift, depar tment , and j o b classi f icat ion. If 
2a an employee is transferred to another department or shift which 
29 has had drafting, the transferred employee wiil be charged with 
.» the average number of drafts of that department, shift, and 
31 classification. This procedure will resume again when the 
32 rotational seniori ty cycle is comple ted . Employees a re not to be 
33 drafted immediately prior to going on vacation. 
34 21. Several provisions of the Guidelines call for charging employees 
35 with the average number of hours worked by others in the same 
36 classi f icat ion, depar tment , and shift. To calculate this average, 
37 total the number of hours charged to the other employees and 
3s divide by the number of emp loyees . Calculate it to the nearest 
39 tenth of an hour, 
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22. An employee who is required to attend military reserve training 
on a weekend is not to be offered overtime (or charged) on that 
weekend, unless all employees in that classification, shift and 
department are needed. If the reservist falls considerably behind 
other employees in overtime as a result of his military obligation, 
this fact may be noted by entering "MR" on the record lor any 
overtime day not offered to him because of his military reserve 
training. 
23. Overtime is to be recorded to the nearest tenth of an hour paid. 
For example, II an employee works 3.6 hours overtime following 
his regular shift during the week, he is to be charged with 5.4 
hours (1-1/2 x 3.6 hours). 
24. A stBward is to be permitted a reasonable amount of Company 
time to maintain a cumulative record of overtime hours for 
employees he represents. To minimize the amount of time 
required for this activity, supervision may furnish the steward with 
a xerox copy of the appropriate Overtime Distribution Record so 
that he need not prepare a duplicate record of his own. If this is 
done, the steward is to be allowed reasonable time to check this 
xerox copy for accuracy, 
25. Should supervision determine during the first four hours of a 
Saturday or Sunday shift that its schedule overtime work will 
extend into 1he following shift for four or more hours, the 
appropriate employees tor the following shift will be called in by 
telephone. 
26. An employee who, on Thursday, declines weekend overtime and 
subsequently is absent on Friday, will be charged with the hours 
offered unless the weekend overtime is cancelled. 
27. If an employee declines overtime, and that overtime 
subsequently is cancelled, he will not be charged, 
28. Since an employee working up to eight (8) hours on a holiday 
actually earns only double time in addition to the straight-time 
pay he would receive for not working, he is to be charged at the 
double time rate for the first eight (8) hours, i.e., sixteen (16) 
hours. If he works more than eight (8) hours, he is to be charged 
at the rate of three (3) hours for each hour worked in excess of 
eight (8). 
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i 29. Overtime is not to be offered to an employee immediately prior to 
i going on vacation, during his vacation or following his vacation, 
i unless all other employees in his department, shift, and 
4 classification have been asked. If overtime is offered under 
5 these conditions and it is refused, no charge will be made, but if 
« the overtime is worked, it will be charged. 
^ 30. An employee scheduled for vacation will be required to work on 
s the Saturday of the workweek prior to the workweek in which his 
i vacation begins. Such an employee will not be asked, nor 
io allowed to volunteer, to work overtime on any Saturday that 
n occurs during his scheduled vacation period. 
12 31. Overtime shall not be recorded on the appropriate "Overtime 
13 Distribution Record" during those workweeks when a department 
14 is on a scheduled extended workweek (in excess of 40 hours); 
i;; e.g., when a department is placed on a scheduled extended 
i6' workweek ot 48 hours tor 4 consecutive weeks, we will freeze 
17 each employee's overtime record at the number of overtime 
is hours worked through the last day of the workweek prior to the 
19 Monday the department commences the 48-hour workweek 
20 schedule. If Sunday overtime is worked however, it will be 
j i recorded. We will unfreeze the individual employee's record of 
22 hours worked and again begin our normal overtime recording 
23 with the first work day following the above 4 weeks. 
24 32. Overtime hours accumulated by each employee during the life of 
25 the previous agreement will not be reduced to zero. Only the 
26 employee with Ihe lowest overtime hours within each shift, 
27 department, and job classification will be reduced to zero and 
™ each other employee within the same shift, department, and job 
2<> classification, will be reduced by a like amount. 
30 33, Employees who have scheduled a one (1) day vacation prior to 
3i being drafted for overtime wi/f not be required to work the 
3i overtime for which he was drafted. However, an employee who 
33 takes a one (1) day vacation after being drafted tor overtime will 
» still be required to work the overtime for which he was drafted. 
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Supplemental Understanding #9 
30 May 2001 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
1AM JOB CLASSIFICATIONS 
AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES SYSTEMS -
ST. LOUIS 
Aircraft - All types of heavier or lighter than air contrivances 
including guided missiles, projectiles, rockets and space 
vehicles. 
Aircraft - The first principal division of an aircraft such as the 
Major forward fuselage, center fuselage, aft fuselage, inner 
Assembly and outer wing, empennage, nose, and in spacecraft 
such ilems as radar and rendezvous section, reaction 
control system section, crew compartment, adapter 
section and preliminary tit of heat shield. 
Aircraft - Assembled details up to and including the components 
Sub Assembly of a major assembly, but excluding a major assembly. 
Angle, - Means the angle between the two non-coinciding sides 
Compound of two oblique angles which are in different planes and 
have a vertex and one side in common. Making a 
compound angle usually presents a coordinating 
tolerance problem since it results from the holding within 
tolerances of two adjoining component angles. 
As Assigned • Indicates the preceding statement may or may not be a 
or When requirement of everyone in the classification depending 
Assigned upon the area of assignment. 
As Directed - Means that some determinations connected with the 
work operation described are usually and normally 
made by others and are given or made known to the 
worker directly concerned with the assignment. Use of 
this term does not mean that the details and 
determinations involved need be repeated each time an 
identical or very similar work assignment is made or 
work operations performed, nor does it preclude use of 
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independent judgment by the worker. 
As Required 
Assembly 
Contour 
Contour, 
Compound 
Detail (Noun) 
Drawing 
Electronic 
Components 
Electric 
System 
Electronic 
Unit 
Elements: 
A. 
- Means performance of work operations if and when 
such are necessary, as long as they are within the 
classification. 
- A unit containing a group of assembled details and 
parts. 
- Means a curved surface having radii of different lengt 
all of which lie in parallel planes or the same plane, 
such planes being perpendicular to the curved surfac 
or a curved line having radii of different lengths all of 
which are in the same plane. 
- Means a curved surface having radii of different lengt 
which lie in non-parallel planes. 
- A single part. 
• A graphic reproduction showing detail information to 
used in producing of parts or the assembly of parts o 
sub assemblies. The use of drawings by the employe 
shall be such that he can secure from the drawing su 
information necessary to enable him to perform the 
duties for his classification. Drawings may be referre 
to by names such as bluolinea, blueprints, greenlines 
blacklines, redlines or vinylites. 
• Such things as vacuum tubes, transistors, tunnel diod 
and similar or equivalent devices and such things as 
resistors, condensers, rBlay coils, transformers and 
similar or equivalent devices when used in electronic 
systems. 
- A combination of units, one or more of which contains 
vacuum tube or its equivalent. 
- Any package of components used in an electronic 
system. 
Duties - Describes the typical operations performed b 
those of the classification. 
Education and/or Training Requirements • Describes 
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the knowledge and skills required to perform the duties. 
*C. - Experience Required - Describes the time usually 
required for an employee to be able to perform 1he 
duties. 
*D. - Occupation or Operation Requirements - Describes the 
independent action, exercise ol judgment, the making of 
decisions, responsibility, or the amount of planning 
which the job requires. 
" Elements B, C, and D are elements usually required but are not 
necessarily a requisite to the performance of the duties described above. 
Fabricate - Forming, bending and cutting, normally to make a 
finished part ready for assembly. 
Tooling designed to hold, align or coordinate work-
pieces for the machining, fabrication, inspection, 
installation, testing, assembly, layout, or other 
operations. 
Means the making of points and lines which will 
determine location and/or dimensions. 
Non-portable power driven machine used to accomplish 
operations such as milling, planing, turning, grinding 
and Coring. 
Mathematics, - Is that form of mathematics normally used by shop 
Shop workman in the performance of the duties of his 
classification, 
Setup - Includes the various necessary physical work 
operations or steps (other than layout) which must be 
accomplished before actual fabrication or assembly can 
proceed. Setup of machines or equipment might 
include some operations as selecting and positioning 
proper tooling, positioning and making material secure, 
and setting speeds, feeds, stroke, travel, pressure, flow, 
etc. 
Means the generally accepted method of performing a 
basic, common, or usual operation. It covers the 
knowledge which is common to the occupation itself. 
Besides knowledge and ability to use required tools and 
equipment, it includes knowledge of general safety 
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Fixture 
Layout 
Machine 
Tool 
Shop 
Practice 
practices, good housekeeping, and care of equipment. 
Specifications - Established procedures and/or standards tor work 
accomplishment. 
Such As - Means including but not limited to the items given which 
are typical examples. 
Tools, Hand - Includes those portable tools requiring hand power used 
by the workman in the performance of duties and tasks 
of the classification in which he works. 
Tools, Power - Portable and non-porteble tools powered by utility, 
normally used by the workman in the performance of 
duties and tasks of the classification in which he works. 
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Supplemental Understanding #10 
i 27 April 1990 
3 Mr, Cassell Williams 
* President-Directing Business Representative 
5 Aerospace District Lodge No. 837 
i, International Association of Machinists S 
7 Aerospace Workers, AFL-CIO 
« 212 Utz Lane 
9 Hazelwood, Missouri 63042 
io Dear Mr. Williams: 
it During the recent contract negotiations, you expressed the desire 
i2 that your Union become more actively involved in the Affirmative 
i3 Action Program establishod to further the employment opportunities 
14 of employee-members of minority groups. You mentioned specifically 
u that you wanted the Union to participate actively in the investigating 
it and resolving of complaints of discrimination raised by minority 
i7 employees within the bargaining unit you represent, particularly 
is where no contract violation is alleged and recourse through the 
iv grievance procedure is not appropriate. The Company 
20 wholehear ted ly accep ts your offer to help in this crit ical a rea of 
2i employee relat ions. 
22 As you know, the Company has established at St. Louis an Equal 
23 Opportunity Department under the guidance of the Manager-Equal 
24 Opportunity Programs, MDA-St. Louis, whose duties include the 
is investigation and resolution of complaints of discrimination. To date, 
26 this department has pursued such complaints without regard to Union 
27 representation. Beginning 1 June 1972, a new procedure will be 
28 instituted for the investigation and resolution of discrimination 
29 complaints. The Union will designate one of its Business 
30 Representatives as a specialist to assist minority employees in the 
ii pursuit of their complaints. Any complaints or reports of 
33 discriminatory treatment, which are lodged with the Union, will be 
3i brought to the attention of the Manager-Equal Opportunity Programs, 
34 MDA-St. Louis, by this Business Representative as well as by the 
35 affected employee if the employee so chooses. The Business 
36 Representative and Ihe Manager-Equal Opportunity Programs, MDA-
37 St. Louis, will cooperatively investigate such complaints and exercise 
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r their best efforts ta effect a satisfactory resolution. ft is understood, of 
2 course, that where any affected employee is not satisfied with such 
> resolution, he may seek further recourse through any appropriate 
* governmental agency. 
? Bulletin board notices announcing this new procedure will be 
<s posled simultaneously by the Union and the Company for 30-day 
i period beginning 1 June 1972. 
s It is our hope that this new approach to this vital aspect o! 
i employee relations will help all employees realize our mutual 
in objective ot equal opportunity and fair play. 
n Yours very truly, 
12 MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION 
i3 /si V. T. DeBlaze 
H Vincent T. DeBlaze 
15 Director-Human Resources 
J6 McDonnell Arcraft Company 
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; Supplemental Understanding #11 
2 8 May 1972 
3 Mr. Cosimo "Gus" Troia 
J President-Directing Business Representative 
5 Aerospace District Lodge No. 837 
<, International Association of Machinists 
? and Aerospace Workers, AFL-CIO 
s 212 Utz Lane 
9 Hazefwood, Missouri 63042 
10 Dear Mr. Troia: 
n This is to confirm the understanding reached during the recent contract 
\i negotiations regal ing coverage under our Group Insurance Ptan far 
13 persons Who leave the employ of thB Company for full t ime posit ions with 
14 District 837. 
15 W e ag reed that* effect ive the first Monday of the month fol lowing 
i6 ratif ication of the Company 's B May 1972 offer: 
n 1. Life Insurance, Accidental Death & D ismemberment , Transi t ion and 
is Br idge benefits will b e provided at Company expense until the end of 
19 the first full month fol lowing terminat ion of Company employment , 
20 Thereafter , the Un ion will compensa te the Company for the cost of such 
2i benef i ts , unti l such t ime as the person leaves his full t ime posi t ion wi th 
22 Dislr ict 837 . 
2i 2. Week l y Disabil i ty benef i ts (Sickness 5 Accident) will be prov ided tor the 
24 durat ion of his employment with District 837, with the Union to 
25 compensa te the Company for the cost of such benefi ts, 
26 3. Heal th Care and Dental Care benefi ts will be provided at Company 
27 expense for the durat ion of his employment with District 837. 
28 4 . T h e above benefits will be avai lable only to persons who leave the 
29 emp loy of the Company for full t ime posit ions with District 837 as 
M Directing Business Representat ive, Business Representat ive or 
3i Financial Secretary-Treasurer. No more than 11 persons will be eligible 
32 for such benef i ts at any g iven t ime. 
33 5. The C o m p a n y wil l advise the Union as to the dates a n d amounts of 
34 contr ibut ions required from the Union for the benefits descr ibed above. 
35 Yours very truly, 
36 M C D O N N E L L A I R C R A F T C O M P A N Y 
37 / s / N. Mol inarro 
38 N. Molinarro 
39 Vice Pres ident -Personnel 
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i Supplemental Understanding #12 
2 As discussed during 2001 Negotiations, if adequate attrition does 
i not occur In Production Control, Support, and Maintenance personnel 
4 with the eventual closing of Tract I, the Union and Company have 
s agreed to meet to seek alternatives for said employees. Any 
6 employees affected by the closure of Tract I will be entitled to 
T Supplemental Understanding No. 24. If employees are affected as a 
it result of Point Of Use or other outsourcing, the employees would be 
s covered under Supplemental Understanding No. 25. The Parlies 
ID understand that the use of such provisions will not apply to employees 
n who voluntarily quit, retire or are dismissed for cause and that those 
i i employees shall not be replaced. 
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i Supplemental Understanding #13 
2 If is the objective of bo!h parties !o this Agreement to maintain high 
3 standards of occupational health and safety and to assist in the 
4 recovery and return to work of employees from Medical Leaves of 
5 Absence {MLOA). With this in mind the Union and the Company 
6 agree to meet within sixty (60) days after the signing of the Articles of 
7 Agreement to develop a program addressing the return to work from 
s MLOA of IAMAW represented employees who possess temporary 
, Medical limitations. 
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, i Supplemental Understanding #14 
i AGREEMENT 
J Effective 21 May 2001, the parties agree that the Aircraft and 
* Missile Systems - St. Louis Drug/Alcohol-Free Workplace Program 
s Memorandum of Understanding signed and agreed to on 14 May 
s 2001 will be considered a supplemental understanding to the Articles 
i of Agreement. 
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i Supplemental Understanding #15 
2 Where appropriate, the Company agrees to offer Health Maintenance 
3 Organizations (HMOs) to employees, retirees and their dependents 
4 as an alternative to the health care benefits provided by the Point of 
j Service and Out of Network Area plans. For purposes of this letter of 
6 understanding, the term "HMO" also includes prepaid dental plans. 
7 
s In order 1o be offered, or continue to be offered, an HMO must be 
9 mutually acceptable to the Company and the Union, In general, the 
10 Company's basis for agreeing to offer, or continue ottering HMO 
ti plans will be contingent on a review of factors such as network 
i2 adequacy, size of Boeing population to be served, accreditation 
ij status by appropriate organizations, commitment to quality, and cost. 
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i Supplemental Understanding #16 
2 AGREEMENT 
3 Effective 17 May 1993, the part ies have agreed to the fo l lowing: 
4 1 . The fol lowing job classif icat ions will be merged into a n e w job 
5 classif icat ion t i t led Main tenance Worker : 
fi Furniture Mover 
7 Laborer 
s Machine & Equipment Operator - Maintenance 
s Off ice Custodian 
io Oi ler -Maintenance 
11 Sweeper-Jani tor 
12 2 . However, all employees on the act ive payroll in these 
13 classifications as of 16 May 1993 will retain their current job titles 
i4 and rates of pay and will be allowed to advance to the maximum 
is rate of pay of their respective classifications in accordance with 
is Article IV, Section 3, of the Articles of Agreement. 
i7 3. All employees in the above six classifications may be assigned to 
is perform any of the job duties of the six classifications as well as 
is the Maintenance-Worker classification, during 1he regular 
20 workweek, on overt ime and dur ing layoffs. Th is is recognized as 
zi an except ion to Art ic le IV, Sect ion 7A. (Main tenance crafts may 
22 per form oil ing dut ies if it is incidental t o their job assignment. ) 
23 4 . Upon ratif ication of 1he 1993 contract , the seniori ty for emp loyees 
24 in the above classif icat ions will be merged into t w o separa te 
2; seniority lists. One list will consist of all act ive payrol l emp loyees 
26 and the other list wil l cons is t of all emp loyees current ly o n layoff, 
27 All employees on the act ive payrol l wil l cont inue their emp loyment 
28 status notwithstanding their seniority s tatus as compared to the 
21 laid off inact ive employees . Any future layoffs or recal ls in the 
X above classif icat ions, inc luding Main tenance Worker , wil l be based 
3i on the above ment ioned merged seniori ty lists. 
32 5. New hires, o r employees in the above classi f icat ions on layoff 
a status o n 17 May 1993 who are recal led, will be p laced in the 
34 Maintenance Worker c lassi f icat ion within the rate of pay identi f ied 
35 in Schedu le "A". Any emp loyee in the above classi f icat ions who is 
3t on the act ive payrol l o n 17 May 1993 and is subsequent ly laid off 
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and recalled during the term of this Agreement, will be recalled at 
the same base rate of pay he was paid when he was laid off. 
6. Employees in the above classifications who are on inactive layoff 
status on 17 May 1993 will have their seniority recall rights 
extended for twelve (12) additional months beyond the period 
established in Article XI, Sections 4B, 4F, and 9. It is understood 
fhat any future laid oft employees in the above classifications will 
not be dropped from the seniority recall list until all less senior 
employees, if any, have also been dropped from the seniority 
recall list. 
7. The above job classifications, including Maintenance Worker, will 
be considered as one job classification for purposes of shift bump, 
vacation scheduling, leadman selection, overtime, layoff and 
recall. 
8. Volunteers will be solicited from the above job classifications, 
including Maintenance Worker, for a Snow Removal Crew. The 
duties of this Crew will be to remove snow from the MDC-St. Louis 
complex. It is understood that Article XXV, Section 1, will not 
apply to any overtime snow removal work performed by this crew. 
SIGNED THIS 10 DAY OF June 1993: 
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS DISTRICT LODGE NO. 637 
CORPORATION INTERNATIONAL 
ASSOCIATION 
OF MACHINISTS AND 
AEROSPACE WORKERS, 
AFL-CIO 
/s/ Clayton D. Bun /a/ Cassell Williams 
Clayton D. Burt Cassell Williams 
Director - Labor Relations President-Directing 
Business Representative 
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i Supplemental Understanding #17 
2 30 May 2001 
i Mr. Richard 0- Smith 
4 President-Directing Business Representative 
s Aerospace District Lodge No. 837 
6 International Association of Machinists 
i and fteTDspace Workers, AFL-CIO 
s 212 Utz Lane 
9 Ha2elwood, Missouri 63042 
IO Subject: VOLUNTARY POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
l! Dear Mr. Smith: 
12 It is agreed that the following understandings have been reached in 
13 connection with the Union's request that the Company make deductions 
u for Voluntary Political Contributions from the paychecks of Company 
is employees represented by the Union. It is also understood that the 
is following is a continuation of Agreement that was put into effect in October 
n 1983. 
u 1. The Union will furnish Payroll an authorization card far each employee 
n for whom a deduction is to be made. The card will be signed by each 
20 employee containing the following information: 
2i Name, Address, Employee Number, Social Security Number, 
22 Signature, Date, Amount to be deduc ted each week. However , upon 
21 implementation of BPS Payroll the amount will be deducted from the 
24 first paycheck in the month. Cards that cannot be processed will be 
25 returned to the Union for correct ion. 
2fi 2 . In the event a deduct ion cannot be made in any pay per iod of any 
27 month for whatever reason (no earnings, for example), such deduction 
26 will not be earned forward to any succeeding pay per iod . 
29 3. T h e Company will issue a s ingls check payable to the District #837 
30 I A M A W - P.A.C. a n d M.N.P.L. fo r deduct ions made in the preceding 
31 month. The I A M A W represents that District #837 I A M A W • P.A.C. a n d 
J2 M.N.P.L. is an organizat ion wh ich is in full compl iance wi th the Federa l 
23 Election Campaign Act. Overpayment to the Union resulting from 
34 canceled employee authorizations will be recovered in a subsequent 
35 period. 
36 4 . The Company will forward to the Un ion o n a month ly bas is a computar -
32 generated listing and tape indicating the employee's name, employee's 
38 number, and amount deducted for those employees who are 
39 part ic ipants of the p rogram. 
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1 5. The Union will pay the Company tor all actual costs including, but not 
2 limited to, initial setup and programming costs, all general 
3 administration costs, computer and machine time, and all costs 
4 associated with the processing of new authorizations, changes, or 
5 cancellations, The Union and the Company must agree on these costs 
6 prior to the implementation of this program. A separate billing will be 
7 made for initial setup, programming, and implementation charges. 
s 6. The amounts set forth in the above paragraph may be increased or 
9 decreased by the Company from time to time as experience dictates, 
IO upon notice to the Union. 
i i 7. Employees who wish ID cancel their authorization for payroll deductions 
12 will sign a card supplied by the Union for that purpose. Refunds will be 
i i the responsibility of the Union. 
14 8. An authorization card will be considered cancelled at time of 
15 empfoyment terminat ion for any reason (e.g. , quit, layoff, etc.) or when 
]e an employee transfers to a job not cove red by the Latyor Agreement . 
n An employee rehired or reinstated will be required to sign a new 
\n author izat ion card. 
is 9, T h e Union will indemnity and holci harmless thB Corporat ion f rom any 
20 and all liability or c la ims arising from administrat ive error result ing f rom 
2i the deduct ion provided for in this agreement . 
22 10. Upon receipt by the Company of a signed voluntary authorization by 
2j an employed on a form approved by the Company, requesting that 
24 there be deduct ions m a d e from his wages, in a weBkly amount 
25 designated by the employee, such deductions will be forwarded to the 
26 Union for u s s by the Gu ide Dogs of Amer ica Commit tee. The Company 
n will thereafter make such deduct ions and forward them monthly to the 
28 Guide Dogs of America Committee, care of the Union. Such 
29 author izat ion will remain in effect for the durat ion of this agreement 
20 unless earl ier cancel led in wri t ing by the employee. 
3i Yours very truly, 
32 T H E B O E I N G C O M P A N Y 
33 /s/ D.J. Heath 
24 David J. Heath 
is Director - Labor & Employee Relations 
36 The Boeing Company 
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Supplemental Understanding #18 
2 The Company will convert from the current Warehousing and 
i Inventory Staging Process to a Direct Point of Use Supplier Delivery 
4 method, which includes acquisition, delivery, receiving and dispersing 
;• of parts, materials, tools and Kits to a staging area/receiving station. 
6 This process will be implemented on the F-18E/F Program during the 
7 first year of the contract; the C17 Program during the second year of 
s the contract; and on the new Ramp area during the third year of the 
9 contract. Employees in the Support Labor Grade will be responsible 
ID for dispersing the parts, materials, tools and kits to the Point of Use. 
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Supplemental Understanding #19 
2 TRAVEL 
3 The Parties agree that the Company will continue to use qualified 
4 IAMAW District 837 members to perform work applicable to AS&T 
s and other work which may require travel time away from their normal 
6 base of operation. In the event that all such qualified employees 
7 refuse travel assignments the Company may use other qualified 
s personnel to fill a specific assignment. 
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Supplemental Understanding #20 
z 17 Juhe 1993 
3 Mr. Cassell Williams 
4 President-Directing Business Representative 
3 Aerospace District Lodge No. 837 
s International Association of Machinists 
7 and Aerospace Workers, AFL-CIO 
8 212 Utz Lane 
i Hazelwood, Missouri 63042 
ic Dear Mr, Williams: 
ii This will reconfirm our recent discussion about the newly 
12 bargained job classification of Mechanic-Electro-Optic when you 
i3 posed two (2) questions: 
H First, what would happen in 1he event that one of your members is 
15 reclassified (i.e., promoted according to Article IV, Section 7) to the 
a new classification of Mechanic-Electro-Optic and several months later 
n it is learned that we are not able to secure the required Security 
is clearance? 
19 Second, what will happen to the incumbents should this new job 
10 classification become ext'mct-not needed-during the term of this 
21 Agreement? 
22 In either event, this is to acknowledge our understanding that such 
23 employee(s) "will be returned to his previous work* (see Article IV, 
24 Section 7, last sentence). 
25 Very truly yours, 
26 MCDON NELL DOUGLAS AEROSPACE 
27 to/ Clayton O. Burt 
2* Clayton D. Burt 
29 Director-Labor Relations 
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i Supplemental Understanding #21 
2 During the 2001 Negotiations, the parties agreed that the following 
3 agreements and MOU's will remain in full force and effect during the 
4 term of this contract period, 
s 1. Patuxent River 9/80 Work Schedule agreed to in 2000. 
6 2. ACLC Instructor Agreement dated 15 April 1997. 
^ 3, All LOA Agreements lor HPWO Facilitators and Technical 
a Trainers/Instructors. 
9 4. Labor Relations Bulletin No. 42 dated 18 September 1996. 
10 5, Phantom Works Memorandum of Agreement 
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Supplemental Understanding #22 
i Performance Sharing Plan 
3 The Parties agree to establish a Performance Sharing Plan that 
4 would provide a mechanism through which bargaining unit employees 
5 can materially benefit from improvements such as product quality, 
« efficiencies, etc. in production process. The parties agree that the 
i Performance Sharing Plan shall be established through a consensus 
a of both parties within 60 days of ratification of this Agreement. 
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, Supplemental Understanding #23 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
FOR 
HIGH PERFORMANCE WORK 
ORGANIZATIONS 
BETWEEN THE BOEING COMPANY AND 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
MACHINISTS 
AND 
,„ AEROSPACE WORKERS, DISTRICT LODGE 
NO. 837 
u Mission Statement 
13 The Boeing Company - St. Louis and the International Association 
i j of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAMAW) District 837 
is recognize that in order for ihe Company to succeed in the future it 
\h musl optimize utilization o1 all resources to provide a competitive 
i7 advantage with affordable, quality products. MDA and IAMAW agree 
u that success which includes the preservation of fobs to the greatest 
19 extent possible, requires management and union working together, 
20 anO will therefore embark on a plan to develop a High Performance 
2i Work Organization (HPWO). 
22 The plan for the HPWO will begin with the formation of an agreed 
13 upon number of pilot teams to assess the potential of broader HPWO 
a implementation through the term of the existing Coffecfi've Bargaining 
2; Agreement. 
8B 
Implementation 
2 • Management and Union will form a Joint Steering Team 
} responsible for developing team expectations and the attendant 
4 support plans for team member/leader selection, initial training, 
5 multi-skilled classifications/classification skill crossover, operator 
6 verification and non-standard work schedules. 
7 • The parties agree that HPWO team members can cross-over 
s classifications to get the jobs done performed by various members 
•> of their specific HPWO team, 
io • Joint Steering Team's purpose is to provide leadership to help 
n teams succeed. 
12 • Actions affecting the Collective Bargaining Agreement 
i3 recommended by or for individual teams can be implemented only 
14 after joint approval of Boeing and IAMAW. 
is Teams 
a » Teams will manage their daily work activities. 
n • Teams will function by consensus/select team leader and 
is coordinators {e.g., administration, schedule, (raining). 
19 • Teams will define quality, schedule and performance 
io characteristics based on their internal customer's (i.e., next 
?i assembly user) requirements/specifications consistent with the 
22 prime customer's contractual requirements. 
23 • Teams will determine work schedules within their customer's 
u required delivery schedules. 
2i • Teams will develop key performance characteristics. 
i6 • Teams will determine support resources required; empowered to 
27 use established budget. 
a* • Teams will determine skill and multi-skill training required. 
29 • Teams will set planning and coordinating meeting times as part of 
jo their scheduled work activities. 
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Commitment to HPWO Teams 
Team members disp/aced as a result of productivity improvements 
will be referred to Joint Steering Team for reassignment and/or 
other opportunities. 
Joint Steering Team will develop Employability Training Plan. 
Management will assure that all necessary information related to 
team performance (costs, schedules, rework, scrap, downtime, 
etc.) will be available to the team to enable 
productivity/performance improvements. 
Joint Steering Team will assign expert support (training, 
facilitators, business management, technical). 
The Company and Union agree that by the end of 1996 there will 
be 20-40% of CBU population involved and participating in HPWO 
teams; by the end of 1997, 50-70%; and by the end of 1938, 75-
90% or above, if practicable. 
Initial Training 
'Team Orientation; 'Facilitator Training; 'Interpersonal Skills; 
'Customer/Business Focus; "Problem Solving; 
'Quality Concepts; "WorK Team Theory 
Team Performance Evaluation 
Major revrews will be conducted after six months by Joint Steering 
Team addressing; 
Internal and Prime Customer Satisfaction 
Metrics/Training/Feedback 
- Cost. Schedule and Quality 
- Other Customer Inputs 
During the term of this agreement, the Parties agree to review all 
aspects of this memorandum of agreement and to meet and 
confer on any changes the Parties jointly agree to implement. 
Towards that end, the Union will make available a representative 
from the lAM's High Performance Work Organization (HPWO) 
Department who will provide educational assistance to the Parties. 
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Joint Steering Team 
Richard Smith John Van Gets 
William Brock Gerard J. Olsen 
Gordon King Samuel P. Jenkins 
Steve McDerman Norma Clayton 
Lonza Patrick John Lockard 
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i Supplemental Understanding #24 
i MDA Employability Plan 
3 Productivity gains will lead tD reduced product cost, and this, in 
< turn, will lead to increased sales. Thus, the need for workers should 
5 remain constant or even grow. It is our desire to increase sales and 
c expand our workforce because of these gains. 
7 However, in the early stages of implementing High Performance 
8 Work Teams, it may become necessary to reduce the size of the 
9 workforce because the productivity gains have not yet led to 
io increased sales, in addition, the mix of work may change, causing a 
11 reduction in need for some worker classifications and an increase to 
12 others. 
u In either circumstance, it is the intent of the Company to offer 
M assistance to the displaced worker through this employability plan. 
is I. When productivity gains cause a reduction or shift in the types of 
16 workers required, the Company will provide up to one year of 
17 training at a maximum cost of $5,000 to any displaced worker. 
18 This training will be skill-based in the areas where we are 
i9 experiencing a shortage (depleted the pool of latd-off workers in 
20 that classification). The worker will be expected to satisfy all 
21 certification requirements of the new position. If a worker cannot 
22 quality for the new work, he will bo placed on layoff status until 
23 there is a need in his current classification. 
v, II. If there are no jobs \n the Company for which the displaced worker 
25 is qualified, the Company will assist the worker in his search for 
26 employment by: 
27 1. maintaining a database of other job opportunities within the 
2« local area; 
29 2. providing assistance in the job search process, which includes 
30 resume' preparation, letter writing support, etc. 
3i 3. providing up to one year of skills training in a field selected by 
32 the worker. This training is not to exceed $5,000 per worker. 
33 Displaced workers laid-otf because of productivity gains must take 
34 advantage of the benefits offered in this plan within three (3) months 
35 of being laid off. 
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i It is agreed and understood that this Supplemental Understanding 
1 is inlended to apply to active employees on the payroll as of the date 
3 of contract ratification. 
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i Supplemental Understanding #25 
2 OFFSET AND SUBCONTRACTING 
3 ARRANGEMENTS 
4 The Company and Union agree that an increasingly product ive 
; workforce is crit ical to the cont inued success of the enterpr ise and 
6 that domest ic and internat ional sales represent opportuni t ies for 
7 employment growth and stability. The parlies also recognize that a 
s variety of business factors, including the Company's ability to secure 
•s sales, may require offsets as part of such transactions. While 
m agreeing that Company's ability to enter into offset arrangements is 
u not diminished by this Agreement, the parties agree that the 
!2 Company and the Union will meet periodically to discuss the status of 
13 offset arrangements. 
it Given these conditions, and in acknowledgment of Company and 
15 Union concerns regarding employment stability, the parties agree to 
la meet periodically to discuss the impact of subcontracting on 
u bargaining unit jobs, (except work that has been or will be transferred 
n or assigned into St. Louis Production Operations by other MDC 
is operating units.) 
so Wi th respect to the subcont ract ing of work currently per formed by 
2i bargaining unit employees, the part ies recognize that f rom t ime to 
22 t ime such subcont ract ing may be necessary. To enab le the Union to 
23 suggest compet i t ive al ternat ives which might al low the retention of 
2t work within the bargain ing unit, the Company wil l , at ieast seventy-
is five (75) days prior to signing any agreement to subcontract work 
26 current ly be ing per formed by bargain ing unit employees, provide 
27 notice to the Union of its plans to subcontract work wh ich would 
2B directly result in the d isp lacement of bargain ing unit posi t ions. The 
29 C o m p a n y will provide information related to the potential 
30 subcontract ing other than informat ion it considers to t ie conf ident ial , 
3i proprietary or subject to nondisc losure provisions. 
32 The part ies recognize that some subcontract ing decis ions cannot 
33 be disc losed within the seventy-f ive (75) day period referred to above, 
3t due to confidential i ty concerns. In such c i rcumstances, the Company 
35 will provide the Union as much not ice as pract icable. 
36 Fol lowing notice of specif ic plans to subcontract work currency 
37 per formed by barga in ing unit employees, the part ies shal l , upon the 
3s request of the Union, meet a n d d iscuss the impact o n the bargain ing 
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i unit. The Company agrees to consider any proposal the Union might 
2 make which would result in a materially less costly way to retain such 
3 work in the bargaining unit. The Union must present any such 
t proposals within 60 calendar days of receipt of the Company's plans. 
s The parties will meet periodically to review the implementation of any 
6 such union proposals accepted by the Company. Should the Union's 
7 projected savings not be realized within any ninety (90) day review 
a period during implementation, the Company will have the right to 
t subcontract the won*. 
ID Employment Stability Income 
ii Continuation Plan 
12 In the event the Company subcontracts work resulting in the 
u displacement of active bargaining unit members, affected eligible 
u employees shall be offered (and elect) a benefit under (a) the MDA 
is Employability Plan or (b) the Income Continuation Plan discussed 
i6 above. The Employability Plan and the Income Continuation Plan 
n shall exist only during the term of this Agreement. Employees on 
la Company's active payroll who sfecf the Income Continuation benefit 
19 discussed above shall receive severance payments equal to one 
20 week's pay (which Shall be defined as Base Rate plus COLA) for 
2i each year of Company service up to a maximum of 26 weeks, with 
22 medical benefits for an equal amount of time. Income Continuation 
23 payments will be made weekly and not in a lump-sum. Employees 
24 who receive Income Continuation for a number of weeks less than 
25 their number of service years and who return to employment with 
2« MDA, may, if subsequently displaced due to a subcontracting event 
27 during the life of this Agreement, draw Income Continuation against 
2« !he fund of remaining weeks based on their service formula. 
19 Acceptance of 1he Income Continuation Plan shall have no adverse 
io effect on an employee's recall or seniority rights. 
si It is agreed and understood that this provision is intended to apply 
32 to active employees on the payroll as the date of contract ratification. 
33 The parties will meet within sixty days of contract ratification of this 
u Agreement to develop an approach to costing out alternatives. This 
3i will include: information needed to perform make/buy analyses; 
36 access to value stream mapping tools; and, agreement on activity 
37 based costing methods. 
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i Supplemental Understanding #26 
NEW CLASSIFICATION: HOUSEKEEPER 
3 JOB DUTIES: Combination of the 1990 Office Custodian and 
4 Sweeper Janitor job descriptions. 
i • The single rate of pay for the new classification will be $8.00 per 
6 hour. Employees in this classification will be eligible for any 
? negotiated GWIs, LSWPs, and future COLA increases. 
8 • Laid off employees in the Maintenance Worker job classification 
9 will be given the opportunity to be TILLOED into any available 
in openings in the Housekeeper job classification. 
ii • The TILLO will bB offered to the laid off Maintenance Worker only 
12 one lime. In other words, it he/she rejects the TILLO the Company 
13 will not be required to offer it again if more openings occur at a 
i4 later date. 
is • Laid off employees in the Maintenance Worker job classification 
I* who elect to accept a TILLO to the Housekeeper job will retain 
n their recall rights to the Maintenance Worker job classification. 
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^ 
> Supplemental Understanding #27 
2 HEALTH CARE COMMITTEE 
J The Company and the Union are committed to ensuring that 
4 employees have access to cost effective, quality health cam 
i coverage. Because of their ongoing concern at>out the quality of 
6 health care and costs, the parties agree to a Joint Committee on 
T Health Care Costs and Quality. The Committee will have an equal 
« number of representatives, including a co-chair, from each party. 
s When appropriate, health care experts and representatives from the 
IO Company's health plans will be invited to attend Committee meetings. 
n Each party may have their benefits consultants and advisors attend 
u Committee meetings. The Committee will meet at least twice each 
13 year to discuss issues related to the health care program. The 
i« Committee also will meet with health care providers to express the 
is parties1 interest in obtaining quality health care at affordable prices. 
i6 Among the topics that the parties will consider and discuss are: 
n • Costs under the HMO, POS and indemnity plans available to 
is I AM members. 
i» • Overall plan design, including availability of adequate health 
ao care plans in remote locat ions. In areas whe re high qual i ty 
3i managed care is not available, covered employees will enjoy 
32 the benef i ts provided under in-network coverage wi th the 
23 health care provider of their choice, 
M • Cost management programs to address specific cost areas, 
25 including: 
2» o Disease' management of selected high-cost chronic 
27 diseases. 
u o Targeted health risk assessment. 
2? o Catastrophic case management . 
30 • Measurement tools lor evaluating health p lans, inc luding 
n accredi tat ion f rom a national ly recognized group such as the 
32 National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) or the 
33 Foundation for Accountability (FACCT). The Parties agree 
.w that no change in managed care providers or benefit levels 
35 will occur without review and approval by the Committee. 
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r 
i • Benchmark data from other employers. 
2 • Provider performance reporting (Quality Scorecards) of 
3 standardized quality measures drawn from NCQA, Joint 
4 Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations 
j (JCAHQ) and Peer Review Organizations (PRO). 
6 • Opportunities to work with other employers, unions or other 
n parties interested in obtaining quality health care at 
s affordable prices. 
i • The Company and the Union also wil/ undertake initiatives to 
iii expand health care plan accountability for quality. Among 
I I (hese initiatives will be joint efforts in pursuit of provider 
12 programs focused on specific high-yield quality innovations 
n Shown to substantially improve patient safety: 
u o Computerized physician ardor entry. Physicians 
u will be required to enter prescriptions into a hospital 
16 database to screen for inappropriate medications and 
i; dosages and avoid potential adverse drug 
is reactions/interactions. 
w o Evidence- based hospital referral. Physicians will be 
20 required, where practical, to guide patients to facilities 
i i with superior outcomes (linked to significantly lower 
22 patient mortality). 
:.; o Closed ICO physician staffing. Where available. 
•a only 1CU physicians will provide medical care in these 
25 units, using their particular expertise in critical care. 
it, The Company and the Union are committed through these and 
27 other initiatives to improve quality and maintain reasonable costs, and 
28 they will recognize and endorse contracting decisions with 
2o physicians, hospitals and health plans based on compliance with 
» these joint initiatives. 
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, Supplemental Understanding #28 
2 MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
3 ON THE 
4 LABOR GRADE 
s During the 200) negotiations, the Parties agreed to a new Labor 
t Grade classification model. The model features nine Labor Grades 
7 wherein each Labor Grade conlains one or more classification. An 
s employee's classification will be maintained for purposes ot 
9 layoff/recall, overtime distribution, vacation scheduling and shift 
IO bumps. An employee will be allowed to progress through automatic 
j i wage progression lo the top of the rate range agreed to for the Labor 
12 Grade in which his classification resides. An employee within a 
13 Labor Grade, notwithstanding his classification, may perform work of 
14 any classification contained therein and the company will provide 
i5 training if necessary to perform the duties of Ihose other 
it classifications. Higher rated Labor Grades may additionally perform 
17 work falling within a lower rated Labor Grade. All employees will be 
is expected to perform general duties such as moving parts, clean-up, 
is on-the-job training and cross training, and perform general shop 
2D duties as assigned. This flexibility may be utilized during an 
21 employee's normal workweek as well as on overtime and shall not be 
22 diminished due to layoff in any classification. 
23 Manufacturing Self Examination/Operator Verification (MSE/OV) 
24 will be implemented plant wide. An operator that is unable to pass 
23 the required cerlificalions to be MSE/OV certified will be given a 
M second chance to do so. Any employee failing the second chance 
27 will be required to meet wilh a special review board, which will review 
28 the employee's circumstances. The special review board will 
29 determine the next appropriate action. 
3<j Overtime will be assigned in accordance with Article XXV and 
3i distributed as equally as possible by classification, department and 
32 shift. Where the majority of the work (more than half of the overtime 
33 worked) lo be performed, during an overtime period, can be identified 
34 as belonging lo a particular classification, then that classification 
35 would perform the work. 
3* The parties recognize that some on-the-job-training and/or specific 
3? training may be required in order to utilize the flexibility inherent in 
.is this new Labor Grade Model. All such training decisions deemed 
99 
i necessary will reside with management. An employee that is unable 
2 to pass cross-training necessary to effectively utilize them within a 
3 Labor Grade will be given a second chance to do so, Any employee 
4 failing the second chance will be required to meet with a special 
s review board, which will review the employee's circumstances. The 
6 special review board will determine the next appropriate action. 
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, Supplemental Understanding #29 
i A G R E E M E N T BETWEEN T H E IAMAW A N D T H E BOEING 
i COMPANY 
4 SUBJECT: MACHINIST CUSTOM CHOICES WORKSITE BENEFITS 
5 PROGRAM 
6 This agreement acknowledges tha i The Boeing Company has agreed 
7 to allow the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace 
s Workers to offer the Machinists Custom Choices Worksite Benefits 
i program of supplemental life insurance and long term disability 
la insurance to its members in the bargaining unit through their 
11 designated agent, Employee Benefit Systems, Inc. (ESS), 
i i Furthermore, the Parties agree that if any other product from EBS is 
u added as a benefit for other lAM-represented employees of Boeing, 
14 then 1hey will meet and confer on adding those products far 
is employees covered by this Agreement. It is understood that all 
it policyholder service will be provided by the underwriter and EBS and 
n that members will be given an opportunity annually to spend up to 
is fifteen minutes with an EBS Counselor at the worksite during normal 
19 work ing hours. This service wil l begin as soon a s pract icable. It is 
20 understood that the Company is not the plan sponsor and is not 
21 responsible for p lan administrat ion, enrol lment, or communicat ion. 
22 It is further agreed as a condit ion of offering this payrol l deduct ion 
23 service that EBS wil l comply with Company Payrol l administrat ion 
M and procedures that will include tire fol lowing basic requirements: 
25 Each part icipating employee will complete a Deduct ion 
26 Authorizat ion card that conta ins the employee 's name , social 
27 security number, deduct ion nam&{s} of typQ(s), emp loyee 
2s s ignature, and date. 
29 Information affecting account activity, including, bu l not l imited 
30 to enrollment, policy cancellations, deduction changes, 
j i premium rate changes, and other changes affecting the 
32 employee deduction amount , mus1 be received by Boeing 
33 Payroll by the 20*1 o l the month proceeding the month in which 
34 the deduct ion will be effect ive. 
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V 
1 Any deduction amount not collected due to lack of earnings will 
2 be the responsibility of EBS. Boeing payroll will not collect 
3 amounts in arrears or provide an account reconciliation service. 
a Deductions will be made from the employee's first paycheck 
s each month. 
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J 
Supplemental Understanding #30 
AGREEMENT 
3 Employment Security 
4 All employees covered by the 1AM collective bargaining agreement 
s on the active payroll as of May 20, 2001 at the St. Louis facility 
- (including those on an authorized leave) will be provided employment 
i during the duration of the contract unless they voluntarily quit, retire 
s or are dismissed for cause. Such empbyment security is conditioned 
i on the nonoccurrence of catastrophic changes in the operating 
ID environment of the Company, including natural disasters, cancellation 
I I of a major contract or contracts, work stoppages, offsets or 
12 reductions in present production quantities or reschedules. 
13 The 2001 Baseline is approximately 3.5M production hours and 
H will decrease to approximately 3.0M production hours to build 
i5 the following products: 
it • F/A-18 E/F multi-year contract at 36 aircraft in FVOO, 39 in 
n FY01, and 48 thereafter 
is • C-17 program at 15 aircraft per year 
is • T45 program at 12 aircraft per year 
20 • Missile programs at current production levels 
n • F-15 program at 5 aircraft per year 
22 Prior to any layoff, the Vice President Production Operations will meet 
2i and confer with the President/Directing Business Representative of 
24 the Union to discuss the implications of the catastrophic event. 
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Supplemental Understanding #31 
2 A Special Retirement Proposal 
3 In an effort to reach agreement with the International Association of 
4 Machinists and Aerospace Workers District Lodge B37, Boeing is 
j offering a one-time. Sump-sum payment of $3,000 to retirement-
6 eligible employees who elect to retire in the near term. 
7 To be eligible for this offer, fAMAW-fepresented employees must: 
s • be in the active bargaining unit on May 20, 2001 
9 • meet the regular requirements for retirement by their retirement 
10 date. In general, this means that an employee must beat least 
ii age 55 and have 10 or more years of Credited Service or be at 
i2 least age 50 and have 30 or more years of Aggregate Benefit 
i j Service as of the date of retirement. 
n • announce their intent to retire by June 30, 2001 an a company-
is prescribed form. 
IA * agree to leave the workforce at a time to be determined at the 
n company's discretion. This would be no earlier than August 31, 
is 2001 and no later than November 30, 2001. 
19 This offer extends to lAMAW-represented employees who retired 
20 under special retirement agreements extended in July 1999 and in 
2i July 2000. 
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i Supplemental Understanding #32 
2 Safety Trainer Position 
3 03 May 2001 
4 Mr. Richard D. Smith 
5 President Directing Business Representative 
6 District 837, I.A.M.A.W. 
7 212 Utz Lane 
a Hazelwood, MO 63042 
i Dear Rick: 
10 This confirms Our understanding regarding the Military Aircraft and 
ii Missile Systems Division's intent to create a Union Salety Trainer 
12 position at the St. Louis site. The individual will be jointly selected by 
13 the Union and the Company for the Safety Trainer position and given 
>4 the following compensation, status, and duties: 
15 a. He/she will retain his/her currant job classification title and 
is seniority. 
IT b. The employee will be paid at the maximum of the Tool and 
is Die Maker classification rate while serving as a Safety 
n Trainer and will continue to receive automatic wage 
jo progression increases as provided in the Articles of 
3i Agreement. 
32 c. The employee will remain on the overtime list of their "home" 
33 department and "loaned" to the Safety Department. 
3i d. If the Safety Trainer is a safety committee member, he/she 
25 will resign their safety committee membership. 
2« e. Placement under this agreement will begin within a month of 
37 ratification and continue for the term ol the agreement. 
3B f. The scope of the Union Safety Trainer position shall be 
a consistent with actions performed by the Union Safety 
x Trainer between April 1997 and May 1998. 
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g. The Union and the Company will meet within sixty (60) days 
o! ratification and discuss other duties, which the Safety 
Trainer may conduct. 
Please sign below indicating concurrence. 
Sincerely, 
6 THE BOEING COMPANY I.A.M.A.W. District 837 
David J. Heath 
Director Union and Employee Relations 
Richard D. Smith 
President Directing 
Business Rep. 
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SCHEDULE A 
LABOR GRADE MODEL 
Effective 21 May 2001 
LABOR 
ORADE 
roouKO 
FLIGtfT 
UAINTA 
ASSEMBLY 
PROCESS 
SUPPORT 
CLASSIFICATION 
nsoector - Tool & Die 
Tool & Dis Maker 
Machinist - All Around 
iuttdei Mock Uo fJ Techno. 
Machinist - General 
Welder - Tooling 
Heat Treatar - Tool Room 
Inspector - Aircraft 
Mechanic • Electrical & Electronic* 
Mechanic - Fliqht 
Mechanic - Electro-Optic 
Mechanic - Machine Repair 
Maintenance Mechanic - All Around 
Pipefitter- Maintenance 
Mechanic - Automotive 
=ainter - Maintenance 
Inspector - Assembly 
Subassembler - Precision 
Mechanic - Aircraft Production 
Mechanic - Electrical 8 Radio 
Sheet Metal Assembler S Rive!*' 
Welder • Production 
Sheet Metal Fabricator 
Painter - Slon 
Mechanic - Tube 8 Cable 
Painter - Sprav 
Plater Precision 
3perator - Chemical Processor 
"Jperator - Nameplate Procaaslnfl 
Machine 5 Hand Sewer 
Production Material Coordinator 
Srater S Packer 
Material Handler - Specialist 
FROM 
12.72 
12.72 
11.3S 
15.05 
1*.3» 
11.39 
12.05 
12.05 
18.72 
12.72 
1J.72 
11.49 
12.3B 
10.38 
12-05 
11.71 
9.93 
8.72 
10.38 
B,2B 
8,00 
B.2B 
TO 
25.5* 
24.82 
24.41 
24 JO 
1038 
8.2« 
B.S3 
9.2S 
B.M 
8.9S 
8.62 
8.82 
7.18 
B.S3 
8.82 
7.B5 
24.15 
23.38 
Beginners 
Learners or 
Helper* 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
S.t5 
5.15 
5.15 
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LABOR 
GRADE 
UTILITY 
MUNITIONS 
MAINTB 
CLASSIFICATION 
Worker - Utility 
Mechanic - Munitions 
Gar&qe Attendant 
Maintenance Worker * 
Housekeeper 
Grinder - Precision Tool 8 Cutter 
HealTreater-Dural 
Maintenance Worker 
Furniture Mover 
Laborer 
Machine 8 Equipment Operator 
Mechanic-Office Equipment 
Office Custodian 
Oiler-Maintenance 
Sweeper-Janitor 
Operator - Hydraulic Press 8 Hammer 
3arts Finisher - Machine Shop 
Sand Blaster 
Template Maker 
FB0M 
B.B5 
8.00 
BOO 
a.36 
12.39 
S.S2 
s.ss 
s.as 
7.19 
12.05 
4.79 
7.18 
6.52 
TO 
20.32 
16.82 
14.13 
24.32 
22.35 
19.38 
19.36 
19.96 
23.08 
16.04 
19.89 
T6.56 
8.96 23.81 
7.1 B 20.83 
7.95 21.45 
7.95 I 21.31 
Beolnnors 
Laarnsri or 
H>lt»» 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
Rate* Effective 31 May 2001 
Field Grade ClaHlflcationi 
Claudication 
BUILDER - Mock up & Tooling - Field Grade 
INSPECTOR - Aircraft - Field Grade 
MECHANIC -
Aircraft Production - Field Grade 
Electrical & Electronics - Field Grade 
Electrical 8 Radio - Field Grade 
Flight-Field Grade 
SHEET METAL ASSEMBLER S RIVETER - Field Grade 
To 
26.10 
25.37 
24.35 
25.37 
24.65 
25.37 
24.85 
From 
19.23 
13.27 
18.30 
13.27 
18.30 
13.27 
18.30 
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SCHEDULE A 
L A B O R G R A D E M O D E L 
Ef fec t i ve 17 Mey 2002 
L A B O R 
G R A D E 
TOOLING 
FLIGHT 
MA1NTA 
ASSEMBLY 
PROCESS 
SUPPORT 
CLASSIHCATTON 
Inspector • Metrology 
Inspector - Tool & Die 
Tool & Die Maker 
Machinist - All Around 
Builder Mock Up & Tool ing 
Machinist - General 
WelOer - Toolino 
Heat Treater - Too l Room 
Inspector - Aircraft 
Mechanic - Electrical S Electronics 
Mechanic - Flight 
Mechanic - Eteclro-Optic 
Mechanic - Machine Rsoair 
Maintenance Mechanic - All Around 
Pipefitter- Maintenance 
Mechanic - AutomotivB 
Painter - Maintenance 
Inspector - Assembly 
Subsssembler - Precision 
Mechanic - Aircraft Production 
Machanfc - Electrical & Radio 
Sheet Metal Assembler & Riveter 
WelOer - Production 
Sheet Metal Fabricator 
Paintar - Sign 
Mechanic - Tube 8 Cable 
Painter - Spray 
Plater Precision 
Operator - Chemica l Processor 
Operator - Namapiate Processing 
Machine 8 Hand Sewer 
Production Material Coordinator 
Crater & Packer 
Materiel Handler - Specialist 
now 
12.72 
12.7a 
11.38 
15.05 
12.39 
11.38 
11.05 
13.05 
12.72 
12.72 
12.72 
11.49 
12.39 
10.38 
12.05 
11.71 
9.53 
8.72 
10.38 
9.29 
O.OO 
9.2S 
10.38 
8.28 
9.63 
9.29 
8.B8 
8.98 
8.62 
8.82 
7.19 
9.83 
8.62 
7.95 
TO 
28.58 
26.88 
25.39 
25.27 
25.12 
24.32 
Bejlnnert 
Learners or 
Helpers 
5.1 S 
5.1S 
5.15 
5.1S 
5.15 
5.1S 
S.fS 
5.15 . 
5.18 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
2 
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LABOR 
GRADE 
UTILITY 
CLASSIFICATION 
(Worker - Utility 
MUNITIONS 1 
I Mechanic - Munitions 
MAJNTB 
Garaae Attendant 
Maintenance Worket' 
Housekeeper 
Grinder • Precision Tool a Cutter 
HeatTreater- Dural 
Maintenance Worker 
Furniture Mover 
Laborer 
Machine & Equipment Operator 
Meehanlc-Orfice Equipment 
OHice Custodian 
Oiler-Maintenance 
Sweeper-Janitor 
operator - Hydraulic Press a Hammer 
Jans Finisher - Ma£hma Shop 
Sand Blaster 
Template Maker 
FROM 
6.85 
8.00 
6JW 
8.36 
12-39 
8.62 
£.85 
6-BS 
7.19 
12.05 
4.7B 
7.1 S 
B.52 
0.96 
7.1 B 
7.95 
7.95 
TO 
31.13 
17.49 
14.70 
25.29 
23,24 
20.16 
20.14 
20.76 
24.S4 
16.6s 
20.68 
16.30 
24.77 
21.66 
22.31 
22.16 
toglnner. 
Leariwr* or 
FM'pera 
5-15 
5.15 
5.15 
Ratei Effective 17 May 2002 
ClaMl'Icallon 
3UILDER - Mock up & Tooling - Field Grada 
INSPECTOR - Aircraft - Field Grade 
MECHANIC -
Aircraft Production - Field Grade 
Electrical & Electronics - Field Grade 
Electrical a Radio - Field Grade 
Flight - Field Grade 
SHEET METAL ASSEMBLER S RIVETEH - Field Grade 
To 
27.13 
26.37 
25.61 
26.37 
25.62 
26.37 
25.82 
From 
19.23 
13.27 
16.30 
13.27 
18.30 
13.27 
18.30 
2 
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SCHEDULE 4 
LABOR GRADE MODEL 
Effective IB Miy 2003 
LABOR 
GRADE 
TOOLING 
CLASSIFICATION 
Inspector • Metrology 
Inspector - Tool & Die 
Tool* Q9 Maker 
Machinist - All Around 
Builder Mock Up S Tooling, 
Machinist • General 
Welder-Toolino 
Heat Trealer • Tool Room 
FLIGHT | 
Inspector - Aircraft 
Mechanic - Electrical & Electronics 
vtechanic - Flight 
Mechanic - Electro-Optc 
MAINTA 
Mechanic - Machine Repeir 
Maintenance Mechanic - All Around 
Pipefitter- Maintenance 
Mechanic - Automotive 
Painter • Maintenance 
ASSEMBLY 
Inspector - Assembly 
Subassembler - Precisian 
Mechanic - Aircraft Production 
Mechanic - Electrical & Radio 
Sheet Metal Assembler g Riveter 
PROCESS 
Wek»r. Production 
Sheet Metal Fabricator 
Painter - Sion 
Mechanic - Tube 4 Cable 
Painter - Spray 
Plater Precision 
Operator - Chemical Processor 
Operator - Nameplate Processing 
Machine S Hand Sewar 
SUPPORT 
Production Material Coordinator 
Crater S Packer 
Material Handler - Specialist 
FROM 
12.72 
12.72 
11.36 
1S.05 
12.39 
11.3* 
12.05 
12.05 
12.72 
12.72 
12.72 
11.49 
12.39 
10.38 
12.05 
11.71 
t.63 
B.T2 
10.38 
9.29 
B.00 
9.29 
10.38 
DM 
9.63 
9.29 
B.9S 
B.9S 
B.B2 
B.B2 
7.19 
9.63 
e.62 
7.95 
TO 
27.54 
26.85 
26.40 
26.26 
13.12 
25.29 
Beglnnera 
L u m i n a l 
Helpers 
5.15 
S.1S 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
5.1 S 
S.1S 
5.15 
5.15 
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LABOR 
GRADE CLASSIFICATION 
UTILITY | 
; Worker - Utility 
MUNITIONS 
MAINTB 
Mechanic - Munitions 
Garage Attendant 
Maintenance Worker' 
Housekeeper 
3rinder - Precision Tool S Cutter 
Heat Treater - Dural 
Wainlenance Worker 
Furniture Mover 
Laborer 
Machine & Equipment Operator 
Mechanic-Office Equipment 
Office Custodian 
Oiler- Maintenance 
Sweeper-Janitor 
operator - Hydraulic Press & Hammer 
'ads Finisher - Machine Shop 
Sand Blaster 
Template Maker 
FROM 
8,85 
8.00 
8.00 
8.38 
12.3B 
8.62 
S.S5 
6.85 
7.1 B 
12.05 
4.7B 
7.1B 
6.52 
B.Bfl 
7.1 B 
7.95 
7.95 
TO 
2t.se 
18.19 
1S.28 
16.30 
24.17 
20.97 
20.94 
21.59 
25.83 
17.34 
21.51 
20.07 
25.76 
22.53 
23.20 
23.05 
Baglnnar* 
Learner* or 
Helper* 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 
RaMi EfHetlva 18 May 2003 
Field Grad* C l i f f l t l c i t lom 
Claialficetlon 
BUILDER - Mock up 4 Tooling - Fiald Grade 
INSPECTOR - Airewft - Field Grade 
MECHANIC -
Aircraft Production - Field Grade 
Electrical S Electronics - Field Grade 
Electrical & Radio - Fielb Grade 
Fliflhl - Field Grade 
SHEET METAL ASSfcMBLER & RIVETER - Field Grade 
To 
28. IB 
37.W 
28.83 
27.40 
26.83 
27.40 
26.83 
From 
19.23 
13.17 
18.30 
13.27 
18.30 
13.27 
18.30 | 
2 
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2001 
t M 
JANUARY 
1 
7 8 
14 IS 
21 22 
2B 29 
S M 
T 
2 
9 
16 
23 
30 
T 
FEBRUARY 
4 S 
11 12 
IS 19 
25 26 
9 M 
MARCH 
4 5 
11 12 
18 19 
25 28 
S M 
APRIL 
1 2 
8 9 
IS 16 
22 23 
29 30 
8 
13 
20 
27 
T 
e 
13 
20 
27 
T 
3 
10 
17 
24 
W 
3 
10 
17 
24 
31 
W 
7 
14 
21 
25 
W 
7 
14 
21 
28 
W 
4 
11 
13 
25 
T 
4 
11 
18 
25 
T 
1 
B 
16 
22 
T 
1 
8 
i s 
22 
2 9 
T 
5 
12 
19 
26 
F 
5 
12 
19 
2E 
F 
2 
9 
16 
2 3 
F 
2 
9 
I S 
23 
30 
F 
S 
13 
20 
27 
S 
6 
13 
20 
27 
S 
3 
10 
17 
24 
S 
3 
10 
17 
24 
31 
S 
7 
14 
21 
28 
S 
JULY 
1 
3 
15 
22 
29 
S 
M 
2 
9 
15 
23 
30 
M 
AUGUST 
5 
12 
19 
2$ 
S 
0 
13 
20 
a? 
M 
T 
3 
10 
17 
24 
31 
T 
7 
14 
21 
28 
T 
SEPTEMBER 
2f~3l 
9 
16 
23 
30 
S 
10 
17 
24 
M 
OCTOBER 
7 
14 
21 
29 
1 
9 
15 
23 
29 
4 
11 
18 
25 
T 
2 
9 
16 
2 3 
3 0 
W 
nn 11 
18 
2S 
w 
1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
W 
5 
12 
19 
26 
w 
3 
10 
17 
24 
31 
T 
5 
12 
19 
25 
T 
2 
B 
16 
23 
30 
T 
6 
13 
20 
27 
T 
4 
11 
18 
25 
f 
6 
13 
20 
27 
F 
3 
10 
17 
24 
31 
F 
7 
14 
21 
28 
F 
5 
12 
19 
26 
s 
7 
14 
21 
28 
S 
4 
11 
18 
2 5 
3 
1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
S 
e 
13 
20 
27 
6 7 
13 14 
20 21 
27 !~2TI 
S M 
JUNE 
3 4 
10 11 
17 16 
24 25 
1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
T 
5 
12 
19 
2 6 
2 
9 
16 
23 
30 
W 
6 
13 
20 
27 
3 
10 
17 
24 
31 
T 
7 
14 
21 
29 
4 
11 
18 
25 
F 
a 
15 
22 
29 
5 
12 
I S 
26 
s 
2 
9 
16 
23 
30 
4 
11 
18 
25 
s 
5 
12 
19 
26 
M 
6 
13 
20 
27 
T 
DECEMBER 
2 
9 
16 
»l 
3 
10 
17 
-a4-
4 
t1 
16 
25 
7 
14 
21 
26 
W 
5 
12 
19 
28 
1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
T 
8 
13 
20 
27 
2 
9 
16 
23 | 
30 
F 
7 
14 
21 
2a | 
3 
10 
17 
24 
S 
a 
15 
22 
29 
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S M T 
JANUARY 
rr\ 
20 | 21 | 22 23 
27 26 29 30 
16 
25 
2002 
7 
14 
21 
28 
1 
6 
15 
22 
29 
2 
S 
16 
23 
30 
3f~Tl 5 
10 11 12 
17 18 19 
24 25 26 
31 
6 
13 
2 0 
27 
3 
10 
17 
4 
11 
16 
5 
12 
19 
6 
1a 
20 
7 
14 
21 
6 
IS 
22 
9 
IS 
23 
24 25 26 27 
13 
20 
15 
22 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
MARCH 
3 4 
10 11 
17 IS 
24 55 
31 
S M 
APRIL 
1 
7 8 
14 15 
21 22 
5 
12 
19 
26 
T 
2 
9 
16 
23 
6 
13 
20 
27 
W 
3 
10 
17 
24 
7 
14 
21 
28 
T 
4 
11 
16 
25 
1 
a 
15 
22 
29 
F 
5 
12 
19 
2 6 
2 
9 
16 
2 3 
3 0 
s 
e 
13 
20 
27 
SEPTEMBER 
1 
6 
15 
22 
29 
S 
O ] 
9 
16 
23 
30 
M 
OCTOBER 
6 
13 
20 
7 
14 
21 
3 
10 
17 
24 
T 
1 
8 
15 
22 
4 
11 
13 
25 
W 
2 
9 
16 
23 
5 
12 
19 
20 
T 
3 
10 
17 
24 
6 
13 
20 
27 
F 
4 
11 
18 
2 5 
7 
14 
21 
26 
S 
5 
12 
19 
26 
28 29 30 27 28 29 30 
5 
12 
I S 
26 
6 
13 
20 
LEJ 
7 
14 
21 
2 8 
2 
9 
IB 
23 
30 
3 
10 
17 
24 
31 
4 
11 
i n 
25 
NOVEMBER 
3 
10 
17 
24 
4 
11 
18 
25 
5 
12 
19 
28 
6 
13 
SO 
27 | 
7 
14 
21 
28 | 
8 
15 
22 
29 | 
9 
16 
23 
30 
DECEMBER 
3 
10 
17 
24 
4 
11 
18 
25 
5 
12 
19 
2 6 
6 
13 
JO 
2 7 
7 
14 
21 
28 
6 
15 
2 2 
29 29 | 30 
10 11 12 13 14 
17 19 19 gQ 21 
25 | 29 I gT] 28 
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2003 
S M 
JANUAH 
Q 
12 13 14 15 IS 17 1B 
191 go I si ss a a is 
26 27 28 29 30 31 
3 
10 11 12 13 
17 18 19 20 21 22 
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